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Abstract 

Distributed and green stormwater management infrastructure, known as Water Sensitive Urban 

Design (WSUD), is increasingly implemented around the world to mitigate the negative impacts of 

increased urbanisation and climate change on surface water quality and quantity. As an integral part 

of the urban landscape, a reciprocal relationship exists between WSUD and the urban biophysical, 

socio-economic and governance context. Considering this context, while capturing the diverse 

ecological and amenity benefits derived from WSUD calls for spatially explicit strategic planning 

approaches. Current practice is lacking planning support tools and models that consider the full 

complexity of spatial suitability for WSUD implementation.  

This thesis aimed to support WSUD planning through the development of a tool, called Spatial 

Suitability ANalysis TOol (SSANTO). SSANTO allows rapid and rigorous spatial suitability 

analysis by applying advanced Geo Information Science (GIS) based Multi-Criteria Decision 

Analysis (MCDA) techniques on a comprehensive set of criteria. This core functionality combined 

with a simple, stepwise process and intuitive, visual output maps enable deeper understanding of 

WSUD planning contexts as well as promoting collaborative modelling.  Three steps preceded the 

development of SSANTO: (i) development of a WSUD suitability framework, (ii) spatial analysis of 

WSUD distribution in Melbourne, Australia, and (iii) structured qualitative study of planning 

practice in a developed (Australia) and developing (Indonesia) context.  

Spatial suitability for WSUD was defined from two angles: WSUD needs a place (Opportunities), 

referring to the physical and non-physical aspects of the urban context that WSUD systems need to 

function well; and A place needs WSUD (Needs), capturing the locations where the benefits derived 

from WSUD are needed.  A WSUD suitability framework was developed by combining these angles. 

WSUD needs a place was divided into three categories of criteria: (1) biophysical, (2) socio-economic 

and (3) planning & governance. A place needs WSUD brings knowledge from ecosystem services into 

the framework following the four categories of criteria as adopted by the United Nations framework: 

(1) provisioning, (2) regulating, (3) cultural and (4) habitat. Each of the seven categories in the WSUD 

suitability framework contain criteria that are coupled with measurable spatial indicators.  

To assess the strategic level of current WSUD placement, the spatial distribution of WSUD systems 

existing in Melbourne was compared to indicators from the suitability framework. A unique spatial 
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database containing all geo-located WSUD asset records was analysed using a mix of statistical 

methods including exploratory spatial regression and principal component analysis. While 

biophysical and urban form factors were found to strongly drive WSUD locations, socio-economic 

factors appeared to be overlooked. The most important driver for WSUD occurrence was the 

distance to the city centre, with more WSUD found further away from the centre. These findings 

suggested opportunistic and ad-hoc planning practices. Such practices may lead to poorly 

functioning systems and failure to capitalise on the full suite of potential benefits derived from 

WSUD.  

Structured engagement with practitioners in Melbourne confirmed the opportunistic character of 

planning. Interviews were conducted with stakeholders involved in WSUD planning from local- 

and state government, the water authority, consultants and a water utility. It was found that urban 

planning could benefit from improved collaboration, clear local water strategies and legislation as 

well as building business cases for WSUD. The uptake of planning support systems was moderate. 

Respondents indicated that user-friendliness, simplicity, visual outputs and industry conventions 

all impacted on their decision to adopt a tool or model.  

The above findings guided SSANTO’s development, which was informed by the Australian and 

Indonesian planning context. Its algorithms follow a four-step procedure to operationalise the 

WSUD suitability framework: (1) compiling a geodatabase, (2) masking constrained areas, (3) value 

scaling (translating raw data into suitability values), and (4) combining, offering a mix of techniques 

for criteria weighting and overlaying. SSANTO applies value scales of a piecewise linear form. It 

provides the user the option of hierarchical- and non-hierarchical manual weighting, entropy-based 

weighting or a mix of these. Suitability is represented through a unitless scale from low to high (0-

100) and visualised on raster-based maps for both suitability angles (Opportunities and Needs), 

which can be combined to create an overall suitability map. SSANTO was tested for a developed 

and developing context. 

Testing SSANTO in a developed context was accomplished for the municipality of Darebin in 

Melbourne, using the outcomes of a prioritisation study conducted by a consultancy firm. The 

algorithms of SSANTO were validated by comparing its outputs to the results of suitability mapping 

from the consultancy. Further testing compared the tool’s output to a map of priority sites produced 

by the consultant. It was found that SSANTO was able to reflect the selection of these priority sites 
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by calculating above-average suitability in these locations. These findings were consistent across 

configurations with varying criteria selection and weight assignment.  

SSANTO was tested in the developing context of Bogor, Indonesia. Data limitations rendered 

quantitative model testing impossible. Therefore, SSANTO was tested qualitatively through 

structured engagement with planning practitioners in interviews and tool demonstration 

workshops. Indonesian planning practice was found to be highly receptive to planning support 

offered by SSANTO. The tool could help diminish the reported lack of capacity from governmental 

agencies. Practitioners, including planning consultancies which do the bulk of urban planning in 

Indonesia, were found to be very willing to adopt novel and innovative tools and methods. Most 

important barrier for uptake was limited availability of data. 

SSANTO’s ability to rapidly reproduce strategic planning outcomes while reflecting user 

preferences and expertise using automated GIS-MCDA capabilities facilitates urban planners to 

significantly improve the outcomes of WSUD implementation. Continuous trialling and testing have 

provided ample avenues for refinement, further development, and coupling with other models and 

tools to enhance its capacities. Originally conceived to aid WSUD planning, opportunities for 

SSANTO’s application extend beyond sustainable urban water management to any type of spatial 

planning and location selection. This is a PhD thesis with published work. It comprises five journal 

articles of which three have already been published and one more has been submitted.  
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Preface 

This thesis presents the research and development of a new planning support tool for the 

implementation of green urban stormwater infrastructure in the form of five lead-authored journal 

articles. Three of these have been published, one has been submitted for review and one has been 

written. The journal articles are accompanied by an introduction and conclusion chapter.  

The introduction provides the research background, rationale, aim, scope and research context.  The 

first article (Framing Water Sensitive Urban Design as part of the urban form: a critical review of tools and 

strategies for best planning practice) presents the literature review and includes a critical review and 

typology of current planning support tools for WSUD planning. It further presents the WSUD 

suitability framework used for the development of the tool. The remainder of the chapter presents 

the research objectives, research questions and hypotheses. The second article (What drives the 

location choice for water sensitive infrastructure in Melbourne, Australia?) examines the spatial 

relationships between some important factors from the WSUD suitability framework and the 

locations of WSUD infrastructure in the Melbourne metropolitan area. The third paper (Building 

effective Planning Support Systems for green urban water infrastructure—Practitioners’ perceptions) 

investigates the Australian WSUD planning practice and the role of tools and models. The fourth 

paper (A planning-support tool for spatial suitability assessment of green urban stormwater infrastructure) 

presents the development and testing of the tool. The fifth paper (Planning support for distributed 

green stormwater infrastructure in a developing context: the case of Indonesia) investigates the Indonesian 

(WSUD) planning practice, the role of tools and models, and tests the applicability of the tool in an 

Indonesian context. Finally, practical implications of the research are discussed, concluding remarks 

are given and avenues for further work are suggested.  

In addition to the five journal articles in this thesis, one co-authored journal article is provided as an 

Appendix. The candidate also produced seven conference articles (five of which are lead-authored). 

These are not included in the thesis, but were presented at four major international conferences 

across the world.  
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Veel beekjes maken een groot water 

“Many streams make a great river” 
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1.1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

1.1.1 The rise of urban water management 

Advances in urban water management have been driven by a sequence of societal and natural 

drivers throughout the history of human settlement (Brown et al. 2008, Burian et al. 1999, Lofrano 

and Brown 2010). The basic human need for safe and clean water supply for consumption and other 

purposes was one of the primary drivers behind the location of human settlement and early water 

supply systems like the ancient Greek and Roman aqueducts (Koutsoyiannis et al. 2008). Concerns 

for public health related to the disposal of human waste in cities drove the development of a water-

based sanitation system combined with urban wastewater conveyance systems.  

As cities grew in size and number, their impact on the natural water cycle was exacerbated through 

the increased area of impervious surfaces. Resulting increase in urban stormwater runoff triggered 

the development of urban drainage systems, aimed at quick and safe conveyance of stormwater out 

of the city and protection against flooding. Although water supply, wastewater conveyance and 

urban drainage satisfied the basic human needs of city dwellers, they severely impacted the health 

of receiving natural water bodies. Concerns for the ecological health of natural waterways as well 

as their indirect impact on the safety of water supply and other human uses of surface waters 

(recreation, fishing etc.) led to the introduction of wastewater and stormwater treatment systems. 

Thus, urban water systems grew more and more complex over time  (Geldof 2002). 

Traditionally, the urban water infrastructure (supply, sanitation and drainage) implemented as a 

response to these drivers can be characterised as highly engineered and centralised, both in their 

physical layout as well as their management (Bertrand-Krajewski 2005, Ferguson et al. 2013, 

Sitzenfrei et al. 2013). Although these systems are highly efficient in delivering the service they were 

designed for, a number of limitations and shortcomings have recently been recognised: (1) their 

capital intensive nature and long design life time leads to rigidity of the management paradigm 

(lock-in), (2) aging assets require very high investment for repair and replacement, (3) their 

centralised nature is associated with low resilience and adaptability, (4) low public awareness and 

appreciation because they are out of sight, (5) degradation of receiving waterways, (6) increased 

probability of flooding and drought conditions (Rogers and Defee Ii 2005, Segaran et al. 2014).  
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The increased severity and frequency of extreme weather events associated with global climate 

change have driven many of these centralised systems to their limit. Prolonged periods of dry 

weather have been jeopardising water supply while intense rainfall events have flooded the 

overburdened drainage systems (UNW DPAC 2010). Human societies are continuing to become 

more urbanised, with consistently high rates of urbanisation in the western world and rapidly 

increasing urbanisation of the global south. More than half  of the world’s 7 billion people currently 

live in cities while share of urban population is projected to increase to 66% in 2050 (United Nations 

2012) Although many western cities are still growing, the majority of this growth is driven by Asian 

countries (UN HABITAT 2013).  

1.1.2 Water Sensitive Urban Design as the way forward? 

Alternative paradigms of urban water management have emerged around the world in the past 

decades, in response to the abovementioned shortcomings of centralised practices. Such paradigms, 

known as Integrated Urban Water Management (IUWM) or Sustainable Urban Water Management 

(SUWM), move away from separated systems for water supply, wastewater management and 

stormwater conveyance (Larsen and Gujer 1997, Mitchell 2006). Instead, they take a holistic 

approach to water management through the application of a mix of centralised, decentralised and 

integrated forms of infrastructure. While IUWM and SUWM are umbrella terms for a diverse pallet 

of novel and innovative approaches and technologies, they share the goal to increasing resilience, 

sustainability and liveability of urban landscapes and urban communities.  

With the emergence of IUWM and SUWM, urban stormwater management approaches have also 

started to change. New practices have emerged, which align with the principles of IUWM and 

SUWM. Depending on geography, these practices are known as Water Sensitive Urban Design 

(WSUD), Sustainable Urban Water Systems (SUDS), Low Impact Development (LID), Best 

Management Practices (BMP), Green Infrastructure (GI), Nature-based solutions or Sponge City 

(Fletcher et al. 2014). Their underpinning philosophy is to restore the natural hydrological cycle 

through the “activation of natural processes” (Fryd et al. 2012). This is achieved through the 

implementation of distributed and, often, vegetated technologies such as rain gardens, green roofs 

and constructed wetlands. Development of such technologies has received considerable attention in 

the academic scholarship of the past two decades (Argue 1994, Armitage et al. 2013, Melbourne 

Water 2005, Woods Ballard et al. 2007).  
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In the pursuit of WSUD, equally important to advancements in novel stormwater technologies are 

corresponding advancements in planning practices. Faced with uncertain future climate and urban 

development combined with the complexity of decentralised management of technology, urban 

planning for WSUD can be classified as a ‘wicked problem’ (Klosterman 1997, Makropoulos et al. 

2008, Rittel and Webber 1973). To meet the multiple objectives associated with WSUD, 

interdisciplinary, collaborative and adaptable planning practices are called for. Indeed, the success 

and performance of technologies rely on their strategic integration in the urban landscape, sensitive 

to the reciprocal interactions between urban design, technology and the natural, cultural and socio-

economic context (Ellis et al. 2008). Unfortunately, this aspect of WSUD remains relatively 

underexposed in the scholarship and proves challenging in practice. The lack of advancement in 

WSUD planning may thus limit the potential benefits derived from the growing uptake of WSUD 

technologies.  

1.1.3 Planning support for WSUD 

Wicked problems are not unique to urban water management and planning (Klosterman 1997). The 

need for strategic approaches in spatial planning have prompted the development of Planning 

Support Systems (PSS) and Decision Support Systems (DSS) (Geertman and Stillwell 2004, 2012). 

Such PSS, which include models, tools and frameworks, have great potential to improve planning 

processes and outcomes (Klosterman 1997). Current day planning greatly benefits from their 

capacity to deal with the growing complexity of urban planning tasks through visualisation (often 

using Geo Information Systems - GIS) and conceptualisation of spatial and temporal changes. PSS 

have also been adopted in urban water management and planning, reflected in a growing body of 

both grey and academic literature (e.g. Lerer et al. 2015). However, their potential benefit to the 

planning process has not been fully capitalised, as uptake of novel PSS remains relatively low (te 

Brömmelstroet et al. 2014, Vonk et al. 2005). This underutilisation despite recognised benefits has 

been referred to as the “implementation gap” (Brömmelstroet and Schrijnen 2010). Causes to this 

implementation gap are commonly hypothesised to be related to their lack of user-friendliness, too 

high levels of complexity, high data-demands and lack of relevance to real-world processes (Lee Jr 

1973, Vonk et al. 2005). Increased levels of engagement between PSS development and planning 

practice are instrumental to overcome such problems. 
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1.2 RESEARCH AIM AND SCOPE 

The aim of the PhD is to add robustness to, as well as streamline the process of decision making for 

urban planning of WSUD through explicit consideration of location-specific context, represented by 

relevant biophysical, socio-economic and planning related factors as well as local needs.   

This thesis outlines the preparation, development and testing of a novel PSS for automated GIS-

based Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (GIS-MCDA), called Spatial Suitabilitiy ANalysis TOol 

(SSANTO). While the methods, tool and underlying suitability framework are easily transferable to 

other types of (green) urban infrastructure, this PhD research focus primarily on planning support 

for WSUD, including the following technologies: bioretention & rain gardens, green roofs, 

infiltration systems, ponds & lakes, swales, rainwater tanks and constructed wetlands. Although 

greenfield development can greatly benefit from, and readily utilise the outputs of this work, the 

tool developed during this PhD is initially targeted at infill development. SSANTO’s purpose is to 

guide the location planning of WSUD through visual exploration of diverse spatially explicit data 

related to the feasibility and benefits related to WSUD. Its purpose is not to perform optimisation or 

provide ‘objective’ or deterministic measure of suitability. Through SSANTO, we seek to guide the 

process of knowledge gathering to understand the spatial context within which to implement WSUD, 

rather than to provide an solution, or description of the desired outcome of planning.   

This interdisciplinary work draws on methods from a diverse set of academic fields. These include 

civil engineering, environmental science, urban planning, social science and computer software 

development. The research, tool development and testing are based in the developed context of 

Australian urban landscapes (using Melbourne as our specific case study city), where experiences 

with WSUD implementation are relatively long and extensive. However, the Indonesian context has 

informed this process throughout the PhD, and the resulting tool was tested for transferability in an 

Indonesian city. The choice of Indonesia is also attributed to the broader research context of this 

work. 
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1.3 RESEARCH CONTEXT 

This PhD was conducted as part of a Monash University doctoral cohort known as the Graduate 

Research Interdisciplinary Program (GRIP). This inaugural GRIP with the overarching theme Water 

and Sustainability in Asia initially involved 14 students from 12 different countries and four 

continents. Students were divided over two faculties (Engineering and Arts) and supervised by a 

team of academics from three faculties (including Architecture). Research focussed on several Asian 

countries. For more information on the GRIP approach, refer to Barron et al. (2017), which can be 

found in Appendix I.  

This PhD research was part of, and partly funded by, the Australia-Indonesia Centre’s (AIC) Urban 

Water Cluster project. This collaborative research initiative brought together academics from three 

Australian and three Indonesian universities from cities across Java. The Urban Water Cluster 

consisted of 5 research streams called ‘sub-projects’: (1) benchmarking, (2) Governance, (3) 

Modelling, (4) Technologies and (5) Design and Demonstration. This PhD was part of the 5th research 

stream on Design and Demonstration. The work in Indonesia, that was part of this PhD, was 

conducted primarily in Bogor in collaboration with the Bogor Agricultural University (IPB), but also 

in Surabaya with the Sepuluh Nopember Institute of Technology (ITS).  

1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE 

This is a PhD thesis with published work. A total of five first-authored journal articles resulted from 

the research and shape the core of the thesis. The work was conducted in four stages (Figure 1-1): 

1. Setting the scene; where the aim, background and research questions are presented; 

2. Informing SSANTO; where the rationale is developed, conceptual- and methodological 

information is gathered, and content scope was defined; 

3. Building SSANTO; where the spatial suitability analysis methodology is developed and 

translated into a simple GIS-based computer tool; and 
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4. Testing SSANTO; where the concept, methodology and algorithms are tested in the context 

of Melbourne (Australia) and Bogor (Indonesia), and the overall findings of the PhD are 

synthesised. 

 ‘Setting the scene’ starts with Chapter 1: Introduction, which provides background to the problems 

addressed in this thesis, defines the aim of the work, discusses the research context and outlines the 

structure of the thesis. In the first part of Chapter 2: Literature review and suitability framework, 

relevant WSUD planning and PSS literature are critically reviewed and existing tools and models 

for urban water management are organised in a descriptive framework. This results in the definition 

of research gaps. 

Chapter 2 continues in ‘Informing SSANTO’, with the definition of a suitability framework that 

forms the basis for spatial suitability analysis in later chapters. The suitability framework is used in 

Chapter 3: Spatial analysis of WSUD distribution, to analyse the current distribution of WSUD 

systems across Melbourne. This analysis of spatial planning outcomes is followed by an analysis of 

planning practices that lead to these outcomes, and the role that tools and models play in them 

(Chapter 4: WSUD planning practice).  

In ‘Building SSANTO’, the suitability framework from Chapter 2 is operationalised through the 

development of an automated GIS-MCDA methodology. The outcomes of Chapter 4 inform the 

development of a computer tool based on the aforementioned methodology, as reported in Chapter 

5: SSANTO; development and testing.  

Chapter 5 continues into ‘Testing SSANTO’, with the application in a case-study in Melbourne. 

Using existing strategic planning exercises, we compare the operation of algorithms and the 

outcomes of the tool to the equivalent manual, human decision-making process. The usefulness and 

applicability are further tested for an Indonesian context in Chapter 6: SSANTO in the Indonesian 

planning context. The thesis ends with the implications to practice, a summary of key findings and 

conclusions, a discussion of strengths and weaknesses in the evidence and recommendations for 

future research in Chapter 7: Conclusions.  
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Figure 1-1 Overview of the thesis structure 
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CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW & SUITABILITY FRAMEWORK 

 

Stille wateren hebben diepe gronden 

“Still waters run deep” 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is twofold; (1) critically review literature on WSUD planning support 

and (2) gather knowledge about the factors impacting on spatial suitability for WSUD to create a 

suitability framework for WSUD planning. For the former, a broad set of tools, models and 

frameworks intended to support any stage of the planning and management of urban water systems 

was reviewed and organised into a typology. For the latter, literature on strategic WSUD planning, 

technical literature on WSUD systems and ecosystem services literature were systematically 

reviewed to build the suitability framework. This entire study has been published in Environmental 

Modelling & Software and is included in section 2.2.  

The second part of this work, the development of the suitability framework, responds to the first 

objective of this PhD (section 2.4): “Create a structured and comprehensive definition of spatial 

suitability for WSUD placement”. To this end, this section seeks to answer research question RQ1: 

How can we define spatial suitability for WSUD, i.e. which are the relevant spatial contextual factors and the 

reciprocal relationship that these green systems have with the urban landscape they sit in? 

To answer this research question, the following hypothesis was tested: 

H1: Spatial suitability goes beyond traditionally used biophysical factors to include aspects related 

factors such as to economical, ecological, social and planning factors. 

Section 2.3 extracts the main conclusions from the critical review and list the key research gaps that 

resulted from it. These findings shape the research design of this thesis, which is presented in section 

2.4. This critical review covers the core literature of the fields related to the work in this PhD. In 

addition to this critical review, each chapter separately engages with relevant literature for the 

associated part of the research. For example, the critical review doesn’t specifically discuss the 

developing context, which is discussed separately in the introduction of the article that forms the 

core of chapter 6.  

  

Citation of the journal article presented in this chapter:  

Kuller, M., Bach, P.M., Ramirez-Lovering, D., Deletic, A., 2017. Framing water sensitive urban design as part 
of the urban form: a critical review of tools for best planning practice. Environmental Modelling & Software 
96, 265–282, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2017.07.003  
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2.2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND SUITABILITY FRAMEWORK 
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2.3 STRATEGIC PLANNING 

2.3.1 Wicked problems 

In their ground-breaking publication in the early 70’s, Rittel and Webber (1973) argue that (spatial) 

planning is a “wicked problem”. As outlined in their article, 10 characteristics are define a wicked 

problem: they have (i) no definitive formulation, (ii) no stopping rule, (iii) their solutions are not 

true or false, rather good or bad, (iv) there is no test of a solution to them, (v) every solution is a 

“one-shot operation” and there is no learning from trial-and-error, (vi) they have no enumerable set 

of solutions, (vii) they are essential and unique, (viii) they can be considered a symptom of another 

wicked problem, (ix) there’s a discrepancy to represent them which can be explained in numerous 

ways and (x) the planner has no right to be wrong (Rittel and Webber, 1973).  

Common to wicked problems, they are difficult to define. Trying to define planning and planning 

theory, one  runs into several problems, as identified by Friedmann (1998). These problems are 

related to the ‘lens’ through which one observes planning (normative, positive, critical, paradigm-

shifting), the inseparable political and institutional context and difficulty to incorporate power 

relations. He asks questions such as: who are planners? What’s included in the planning process 

(statutory planning or more?) In general, Friedmann (1998) argues, planning is about the 

relationship between knowledge and action; “conscious intervention of collective actors” (p. 251). 

Typically, for urban planning, these actions are aimed at producing and changing the urban habitat. 

How this process is shaped depends on the local context. Although the production of ‘plans’ is not 

necessary for good planning, it often serves a political purpose to generate support and funding 

(Friedmann, 2004). 

2.3.2 Strategic planning 

One way to approach wicked problems is through the application of strategic planning. The term 

strategic planning is widely used across different disciplines within academia, as well as outside of it 

in the context of business, the military and other governmental and non-governmental organisations 

(Friedmann, 2004). As a result, the term has many different definitions and interpretations. 

Literature about strategic planning is highly charged with semantics. Disagreement or misalignment 

between definitions used by various authors are reflected in their publications. The term is most 
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widely used in literature around business and management (Friedmann, 2004), however, definitions 

are usually easily applied to urban planning and infrastructure sectors as well (e.g. Dominguez et 

al., 2009). A few definitions of strategic planning, as collected by Friedmann (2004), include: “ […] a 

process of deliberative paradigm change” (pp 244-245: Healey, 1997), efforts for “a more coherent 

spatial logic for land use regulation, resource protection, and investments in regeneration and 

infrastructure.” (p. 113: Albrechts et al., 2003). In the context of SSANTO, the definition from Bryson 

(2001, 2003) is particularly helpful: “[…] a set of concepts, procedures, and tools that may be used 

selectively for the different purposes in different situations.” (p. 57: Friedmann, 2004).  

Planning of urban water management infrastructure can also be considered to fall in the wicked 

category (Lach et al., 2005; Reed and Kasprzyk, 2009). Water quality problems caused by non-point 

pollution and related public health and ecological health problems, as well as water supply are 

critical social needs. Rivers, aquifers and other water bodies are inter-jurisdictional natural 

phenomena, which adds to the complexity of their management. As such, it can be argued to benefit 

from strategic planning, as incremental changes are not enough to deal with the changes needed, 

argue Lach et al. (2005). They discuss the effectiveness of three possible management modes: (1) 

controlling tame water problems, (2) coordinating and (3) domesticating and adaptive management and civic 

science. The latter can be argued to be the most strategic one, in a world or increasingly rapid change. 

Part of such strategies is a system-focus and the involvement of a broad set of stakeholders, 

including civil society.  

Unfortunately, in the urban water sector, like in other infrastructure sectors, strategic planning has 

received little attention (Dominguez et al., 2009). Strategic planning in the infrastructure sector, and 

particularly the urban water sector, must consider high capital needs, long time frames, path 

dependencies and multiple objectives associated with this sector, according to Dominguez et al 

(2009). They propose a strategic planning approach of four steps: (1) assessment of multiple 

objectives, (2) scenario analysis, (3) development of strategic options and (4) evaluate the feasibility 

of options.  

Lach et al. (2005) note that the role of science is to provide and present information to this 

participatory process. This role can be accommodated through the application of models and tools 

such as SSANTO. Reed and Kasprzyk (2009) argue that “Rigorous model evaluations from social, 

technical, and scientific perspectives are vital for future water management frameworks.” (p. 412). 
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Furthermore, they note that the most important task for models is to convey knowledge to a broad 

set of stakeholders, which corresponds neatly to SSANTO’s aim.   

2.3.3 The role of Planning Support Systems 

Academic fields involved in research concerning the problem definition, problem structuring and 

problem resolution include decision science and operations research. Methods and techniques 

promoted by the proponents of these fields of research, as well as planning practitioners, include 

Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis, Cost-Benefit Analysis, Life-Cycle Analysis and many others. 

These, and other techniques, are regularly captured into guidelines, manuals and computer systems, 

and can collectively be referred to as Planning Support Systems (PSS).   

PSS have an important role to fulfil in achieving strategic planning (e.g. Dominguez et al., 2009). 

They can assist during each stage of the planning process, from visioning to problem definition to 

solution analysis to decision-making. It is important to note that PSS themselves do not make 

planning strategic, nor do they replace human judgement and decision-making. They are merely a 

tool, albeit powerful, to assist the different steps in this process. Therefore, urban planners and 

scientist alike need to be mindful of increasingly common traps associated with the application of 

decision-science and PSS. These traps, as defined by Ackoff (1979), include the tendency to define 

the problem according to the operation of the PSS of choice, the use of techniques by people who do 

not know their mathematical and technical implications and decreasing plurality in decision 

approaches. He mentions that these tendencies have brought operations research as a research field 

close to becoming irrelevant, as a result of mechanical and rigid decision processes, where the ever 

changing and diverse reality is ignored.  Many PSS, he argues, have become ineffective dealing with 

the “mess” that is reality, and operations research should be a means, not an end.  

Such argument is resonated by Mintzberg (1994a), who debates the very existence of strategic 

planning by arguing ‘planning’ can never be ‘strategic’, as strategies are adaptive and cannot be 

planned for in a changing world. He points to the tendency that plans are generally made by people 

who are detached from the daily reality, who formalise and thereby rigidify processes that should 

be adaptive. Strategic planning and PSS, rather than aid people with thinking, can stop people from 

thinking, thus argues Mintzberg (1994b).  
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The rise of participatory planning practices as identified by Lach et al. (2005) also gave rise to 

participatory forms of modelling (Voinov and Bousquet, 2010). Scientists, modellers and software 

developers are no longer the sole experts that should prescribe what decisions are best for society. 

Stakeholders including civil society are the ones bearing the consequences of decisions, and 

therefore should be involved in this decision-making. There is a need for modelling to facilitate this 

involvement, according to Voinov and Bousquet (2010). They list seven typologies of stakeholder 

engagement in modelling, ranging from low to high stakeholder involvement. Participatory 

Modelling (PM) is the most general in definition. Similar to statements by other authors in this 

review, they emphasise that modelling is about the process rather than the product. Main goals are 

to increase and share knowledge among stakeholders and identify and clarify the impacts of 

solutions (Voinov and Bousquet, 2010). Simplicity and flexibility of the model are key, ideally 

facilitated on a web-based platform. Thus, PM can help us move towards better decision-making 

that is more democratic and informed (Voinov et al., 2016). 

Throughout this thesis, the term strategic planning is regularly used to refer to two phenomena. 

Firstly, it refers to the planning process that leads to the implementation of WSUD infrastructure. In 

this sense, the definition of Albrechts et al. (2003) describes our meaning best. SSANTO could be 

part of the set of concepts, procedures and tools that is described in the definition of Bryson (2001, 

2003). Secondly, we refer to strategic planning in a narrower sense, as the strategic placement of 

WSUD systems in the urban landscape. In this sense, strategic refers to a deliberately chosen location 

that is considered to score relatively high in terms of the objectives of the decision-maker, which 

could include, or be a subset of the criteria from the suitability framework presented in Chapter 2.2. 

In the second case, we generally refer the antonym of strategic: ad-hoc.  
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2.4 RESEARCH GAPS 

The critical review resulted in the identification of the following research gaps: 

 The suitability framework seeks to capture, organise and operationalise knowledge about 

the relevant planning considerations for WSUD placement. To the authors’ knowledge, no 

previous research has systematically implemented or, indeed, identified a comprehensive 

collection of spatial WSUD suitability criteria. 

 As combined in the suitability framework, there exists a great amount of knowledge on 

considerations for WSUD planning. There is, however, a lack of empirical testing of the 

extent to which this information is being utilised in the planning practice, both in terms of 

process and physical outcomes. 

 While the ‘implementation gap’ (lack of uptake of PSS in the planning practice, despite their 

identified benefits) has been widely diagnosed in urban planning and its causes have been 

hypothesised, few studies have sought to empirically determine the validity of these 

hypothesised causes. 

 Although a plethora of PSS are available that perform GIS-MCDA, their inclusion of criteria 

and sophistication of methodology vary. No studies were found that combine a high level of 

methodological sophistication while considering a comprehensive set of criteria.  

 While GIS-MCDA is used in WSUD planning and prioritisation studies, few have attempted 

to automate and simplify the process to enable its application in the day-to-day planning 

decision-making.  

 Most research focuses on WSUD, planning and PSS in a western context. Although 

developing countries face similar issues with degradation of urban waterways and flooding 

due to rapid urbanisation and climate change, research on planning support for these 

contexts is very limited.  
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2.5 RESEARCH DESIGN 

This PhD addresses the key research gaps through testing of the hypotheses and corresponding 

research questions, in line with the main aim of the PhD to  

“add robustness to, as well as streamline the process of decision making for urban planning of 

WSUD through explicit consideration of location-specific context, represented by relevant 

biophysical, socio-economic and planning related factors as well as local needs”.  

The aim is achieved through five research objectives: 

1. Create a structured and comprehensive definition of spatial suitability for WSUD 

placement 

2. Understand current spatial and organisational trends of WSUD planning using 

Melbourne as a suitable case study due to its considerable history with the practice; 

3. Develop a methodology for spatial evaluation of suitability for WSUD within a city;  

4. Incorporate this methodology into a GIS-Based Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis tool; 

5. Test the tool for a developed (i.e. Australia) and developing (i.e. Indonesia) context 

through case studies and end-user engagement. 

 

2.5.1 Research questions and hypotheses 

To address these objectives, the following research questions (RQ) and hypotheses (H) have been 

formulated:  

RQ1: How can we define spatial suitability for WSUD, i.e. which are the relevant spatial contextual factors 

and the reciprocal relationship that these green systems have with the urban landscape they sit in? 

H1: Spatial suitability goes beyond traditionally used biophysical factors to include aspects related 

factors such as to economical, ecological, social and planning factors.  

 

RQ2: To what extent are the relevant WSUD spatial suitability considerations, identified through answering 

RQ1, reflected in the spatial distribution of WSUD systems in Melbourne? 
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H2: Spatial distribution of WSUD in Melbourne correlates with biophysical and urban form related 

factors, but not with socio-economic and other factors.  

 

RQ3: What is the perception of the level of strategic WSUD planning and the role of PSS by practitioners in 

Melbourne and how can we close the implementation gap in this context, if there is one? 

H3a: Planning processes for WSUD placement are ad-hoc and opportunistic and the use of PSS 

limited to a small number of prominent examples. 

H3b: We need PSS that are user-friendly, conceptually simple, relevant and connect to the planning 

practice 

 

RQ4: How can we provide planning support that enables the strategic placement of WSUD systems by 

considering spatial suitability through a broad set of relevant factors? 

H4: WSUD planning support can be provided by the development of an guided methodology 

drawing on the spatial capacities of GIS-MCDA in a simple and user-friendly digital environment. 

 

RQ5: What is the need for, and applicability of a tool such as the one mentioned in H4 in the planning context 

of urban Indonesia? 

H5: Planning support in the form of a GIS-MCDA is needed to improve the relatively young 

planning processes in Indonesia, but will be challenged by the difficulty to acquire quality input 

data. 

2.5.2 Thesis with published work 

This interdisciplinary work applied methods and knowledge from civil engineering, urban 

planning, decision science and social science to test the abovementioned hypotheses. The current 

and following four chapters each test one of the hypotheses, and are presented in the form of peer-

reviewed journal articles. An overview of these articles can be found in the ‘List of publications’. In 

the final chapter, the synthesis of the work is made by presenting a recapitulation of the conclusions, 

discussing the strengths and weaknesses of the evidence, analysing the implications to practice and 

suggesting potential future research avenues.  
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CHAPTER 3  
SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF WSUD DISTRIBUTION 

 

Waar kikkers zijn daar is ook water 

“Where the frogs are, there must be water” 

 

 

--There’s always a kernel of truth in gossip-- 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter explores the spatial distribution of WSUD currently existing in Melbourne. To this end, 

a unique spatial database of WSUD systems throughout the Melbourne metropolitan area, acquired 

from Melbourne Water, was cleaned, completed and analysed. Important criteria from the suitability 

framework presented in Chapter 2 were compared to the locations of WSUD systems to assess 

whether there are relationships between them. Background, methodology, results, discussion and 

conclusions of this work were published in Landscape & Urban Planning and are presented in section 

3.2.  

This work responds to the second objective of this PhD: “Understand current spatial and 

organisational trends of WSUD planning in Melbourne”, more specifically to the ‘spatial’ part of 

this objective. To this end, this section seeks to answer research question RQ2: To what extent are the 

relevant WSUD spatial suitability considerations, identified through answering RQ1, reflected in the spatial 

distribution of WSUD systems in Melbourne? 

To answer this research question, the following hypothesis was tested: 

H2: Spatial distribution of WSUD in Melbourne correlates with biophysical and urban form related 

factors, but not with socio-economic and other factors. 

Testing of this hypothesis was conducted using spatial statistical and general statistical techniques 

including spatial correlation, principle component analysis and exploratory spatial regression. The 

dependent variable WSUD location was tested against several independent variables, including 

biophysical, socio-economic and urban form related variables.  

 

 

 

 

Citation of the journal article presented in this chapter:  

Kuller, M., Bach, P.M., Ramirez-Lovering, D., Deletic, A., 2018. What drives the location choice for water sensitive 

infrastructure in Melbourne, Australia? Landscape & Urban Planing 175, 92–101, 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2018.03.018  
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3.2 SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF WSUD DISTRIBUTION 
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3.4 FINAL REMARKS 

This chapter tested hypothesis H2: Spatial distribution of WSUD in Melbourne is largely driven by 

biophysical and urban form related factors, while socio-economic and other factors are largely 

disregarded. The hypothesis was found to be valid. Biophysical factors are strongly related to WSUD 

placement. Even though there is also a strong relationship between socio-economic factors and 

WSUD locations, against the hypothesis, this relationship seems accidental and the result of a 

different driver: the distance to the city centre and/or the age of development. As this study was 

merely an analysis of planning outcomes, conclusions about the causes of these outcomes remain 

somewhat speculative. The results of this study suggest an ad-hoc and opportunistic planning 

process to drive the spatial distribution of WSUD in Melbourne. This potential lack of strategy is 

concerning, as money and effort invested in WSUD may not result in optimal outcomes for urban 

communities in terms of equity, environmental protection, flood protection and other benefits 

derived from green technologies. The planning practices that lead to these sub-optimal outcomes 

are the subject of the following chapter.  
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CHAPTER 4  
WSUD PLANNING PRACTICE 

 

In troebel water is het goed vissen 

“It is good fishing in turbid waters” 

 

 

--Unclear or chaotic situations provide an opportunity for gain-- 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

To provide the best possible planning support, this PhD has deeply engaged with the planning 

practice. Relevant aspects to consider for strategic planning of WSUD were discussed in Chapter 2 

and compared to the current distribution of WSUD systems in Melbourne in Chapter 3. This chapter 

discusses Melbourne’s urban planning practices and identifies strengths and weaknesses. It also 

explores the needs and opportunities for planning support systems (PSS) to enhance them. 

Background, methodology, results, discussion and conclusions of this work have been published in 

Environmental Science & Policy and are presented in section 4.2. This research was approved by the 

Monash ethics committee (Appendix B).  

This work responds to the second objective of this PhD: “Understand current spatial and 

organisational trends of WSUD planning in Melbourne”, more specifically to the ‘organisational’ 

part of this objective. To this end, this section seeks to answer research question RQ3: What is the 

perception of the level of strategic WSUD planning and the role of PSS by practitioners in Melbourne and 

how can we close the implementation gap in this context, if there is one? 

 

To answer this research question, the following hypotheses were tested: 

H3a: Planning processes for WSUD placement are ad-hoc and opportunistic and the use of PSS 

limited to a small number of prominent examples. 

H3b: We need PSS that are user-friendly, conceptually simple, relevant and connect to the planning 

practice 

Testing of these hypotheses was conducted using qualitative research methods drawn from social 

sciences. These methods included semi-structured interviews (for interview protocol, refer to 

Appendix C) and workshops with planning practitioners from local- and state government, 

consultancies, the water authority and a water utility. 

 

Citation of the journal article presented in this chapter:  

Kuller, M., Farrelly, M., Deletic, A. and Bach, P.M. (2018) Building effective Planning Support Systems for green 

urban water infrastructure—Practitioners’ perceptions. Environmental Science & Policy 89, 153-162, 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envsci.2018.06.011  
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4.2 WSUD PLANNING PRACTICE AND PSS 
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4.3 FINAL REMARKS 

This chapter tested hypotheses H3a: Planning processes for WSUD placement are ad-hoc and 

opportunistic and the use of PSS limited to a small number of prominent examples; and H3b: We 

need PSS that are user-friendly, conceptually simple, relevant and connected to the planning 

practice. Both hypotheses were found to be mostly valid.  

All municipalities have a budged for WSUD and have implemented WSUD in the past. WSUD is 

largely seen as an effective way to improve water quality as well as liveability. Municipalities are 

faced with the question of where to invest their WSUD budget: better maintaining existing assets, 

repairing broken assets, implementing new assets. The next decision to be made concerns the 

location of these investments. For municipalities with large greenfield developments, such decisions 

are less constrained by the spatial context than for largely established municipalities.  

While there are large differences between municipalities in terms of attention for, and the capacity 

to achieve good urban planning of WSUD, the majority of systems are placed opportunistically. 

Typically, there is no set structure for implementation of WSUD, and depending on the available 

budget and road renewal cycles, new WSUD systems are implemented.  There is a widely shared 

call for more strategic planning, as the outcomes of current planning processes are generally 

perceived as sub-optimal. Currently, the Victoria state government is taking the initiative to have a 

better spatial strategy for WSUD implementation and management across municipalities in the 

metropolitan area. The positive role that PSS can play towards achieving strategic planning are 

acknowledged by most practitioners. However, they critique current tools and models to be too 

complex, not user-friendly and not supported by industry 

These and other findings of this study are crucial in the development of SSANTO. By taking the 

critique and advice from practitioners to heart, we increase the chance of truly supporting planning 

practice. Together with the suitability framework presented in Chapter 2 and the information on the 

outcomes of current practice presented in Chapter 3, the findings from this chapter provided a 

rigorous knowledge base for the development of a successful PSS. The development and testing of 

SSANTO are presented in the following chapter.  
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CHAPTER 5  
SSANTO: DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING 

 

Spijkers op laag water zoeken 

“Looking for nails at low tide” 

 

 

--Making irrelevant or far-fetched comments about minor details-- 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, all the work presented in chapters 2-4 is brought together through the development 

of a novel planning support system (PSS) for suitability analysis: Spatial Suitability ANalisys TOol 

(SSANTO). The tool enables urban planners with varying levels of modelling expertise to conduct a 

thorough suitability analysis for the placement of WSUD systems including rain gardens, infiltration 

systems, green roofs, swales, rain tanks, ponds & lakes and constructed wetlands. This geo-

information systems (GIS) based tool applies the systematic knowledge from the suitability 

framework (Chapter 2) combined with techniques from multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) to 

generate easily interpreted outputs that support decision-making. Thus, SSANTO reduces a process 

that would normally take a great amount of time and resources to a simple stepwise process that 

can be concluded within 30 minutes. Background, methodology, results, discussion and conclusions 

of this work will be submitted for publication in the Journal of Water Resources Planning and 

Management and are presented in section 5.2.  

This work responds to the third and fourth objectives and first part of the fifth objective of this PhD: 

“Develop a methodology for spatial evaluation of suitability for WSUD within a city”, 

“Incorporate this into a GIS-Based Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis tool” and “Test the tool for 

a developed (i.e. Australia) and developing (i.e. Indonesia) context through case studies”. To this 

end, this section seeks to answer research question RQ4: How can we provide planning support that 

enables the strategic placement of WSUD systems by considering spatial suitability through a broad set of 

relevant factors? 

 

To answer this research question, the following hypothesis was tested: 

H4: WSUD planning support can be provided by the development of a guided methodology 

drawing on the spatial capacities of GIS-MCDA in a simple and user-friendly digital environment. 

Testing of this hypothesis was conducted using methods from decision science and 

engineering/modelling, building on the knowledge acquired from Chapters 2-4. The journal article 

presented in section 5.2 contains supplementary materials. For these supplementary materials, 

please refer to Appendix D.  
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5.2 SSANTO: DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING 

A planning-support tool for spatial suitability assessment of green 
urban stormwater infrastructure 

Martijn Kullera*, Peter M. Bacha,b,c, Simon Robertsd, Dale Browned, Ana Deletice 

a Monash Infrastructure Research Institute, Department of Civil Engineering, Monash University, Clayton 
3800 VIC, Australia 

b Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science & Technology (Eawag), Überlandstrasse 133, 8600 Dübendorf, 
Switzerland 

c  Institute of Environmental Engineering, ETH Zürich, 8093, Zürich, Switzerland 

d E2DesignLab, Carlow House, 289 Flinders Lane, Melbourne VIC 3000, Australia  

e School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of New South Wales Sydney, Australia 2052 

*Corresponding author. Tel: +61481091609, email: martijnkuller@gmail.com,  

Abstract: Distributed green stormwater management infrastructure is increasingly applied worldwide to counter the negative impacts 

of urbanisation and climate change, while providing a range of benefits related to ecosystem services. They are known as Water 

Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) in Australia, Nature-Based Solutions in Europe, Sponge City technologies in China, and Low Impact 

Development (LID) in the USA. Urban planning for WSUD has been ad-hoc, lacking strategy and resulting in sub-optimal outcomes. 

The purpose of this study is to help improve strategic WSUD planning and placement through the development of a Planning Support 

System (PSS). This paper presents the development of Spatial Suitability ANalysis TOol (SSANTO), a rapid GIS-based Multi-Criteria 

Decision Analysis tool using a flexible mix of techniques to map suitability for WSUD assets across urban areas. SSANTO applies a 

novel WSUD suitability framework, which conceptualises spatial suitability for WSUD implementation from two perspectives: ‘Needs’ 

and ‘Opportunities’ for WSUD. It combines biophysical as well as socio-economic, planning and governance criteria (‘Opportunities’) 

with criteria relating to ecosystem services (‘Needs’). SSANTO was tested by comparing its outputs to the results of manual GIS-based 

multi-criteria studies conducted by a WSUD consultancy for a case study in Melbourne, Australia. Testing confirmed the validity of 

SSANTO’s algorithms and demonstrated its capability to reflect and potentially enhance the outcomes of an equivalent manual strategic 

planning processes. Manual GIS based suitability analysis is a time and resource intensive process. Through its rapid suitability 

analysis, SSANTO facilitates iterative spatial analysis for varying scenarios and stakeholder preferences, thereby promoting 

collaborative planning and deepening our understanding of the relationship between diverse and complex urban contexts and urban 

planning outcomes for WSUD.  

Keywords: Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD); urban planning; location choice; GIS-MCDA; ecosystem 

services; sustainable urban water management  

Declarations of interest: none 
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1. Introduction 

Distributed green stormwater management systems are increasingly applied in cities around the world to 

increase resilience of urban drainage systems in response to the challenges posed by urbanisation and climate 

change. These nature-based stormwater management solutions – referred to as Water Sensitive Urban Design 

(WSUD) in Australia and in this paper, and alternatively known as Low Impact Development (LID), 

Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS), Best Management Practice (BMP), Green Infrastructure (GI), 

and more recently as Sponge City and Nature-based Solutions (Fletcher et al., 2014) – are primarily designed 

to protect surface water quality and mitigate the flood risk that results from low surface permeability in cities. 

In addition to these primary functions, WSUD provides a suite of benefits including amenity and recreational 

values, mitigation of urban heat islands, an alternative source of water provision and habitat for increased 

biodiversity.  

Strategic planning approaches are critical for the spatial allocation of WSUD to suit the physical as well as 

social urban landscape that they will become part of, while optimising the benefit that can be derived from 

them (Thévenot, 2008). However, current planning of WSUD is often the result of opportunistic and ad-hoc 

decision-making processes, which is reflected in its current spatial distribution (Kuller et al., 2018a). Such 

opportunistic practices may result in less than optimal outcomes for both infrastructure operation and service 

delivery. The application of planning support systems (PSS) have the potential to drastically improve the 

outcomes of planning processes through their capacity to combine, analyse and present diverse spatial 

information in a format that is meaningful to stakeholders (Geertman and Stillwell, 2012; Klosterman, 1997). 

They can be used to promote collaborative planning and strategic decision-making. Consideration of multiple 

criteria is essential to respond to both the multi-faceted nature of WSUD and the urban environment it is 

integrated into.  

A plethora of PSS, models and tools have become available to the WSUD planner over the past two decades. 

Recent reviews of tools and models for WSUD planning conclude that current models and tools are insufficient 

(Kuller et al., 2017; Lerer et al., 2015). Specifically, they need to be more (i) spatially explicit, (ii) broader in 

scope (in terms of technologies and assessment criteria), (iii) more comprehensive and (iv) rigorous. 

Furthermore, a recent study reveals that causes behind an identified lack of uptake for PSS in urban planning 
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– referred to as the ‘implementation gap’ (Vonk, 2006) – are also present in WSUD planning (Kuller et al., 

2018b). Some of the most important barriers to the adoption of such tools include: (i) lack of user-friendliness, 

(ii) too much time and effort required, (iii) too complex, (iv) not widely used in industry and (v) do not produce 

relevant outputs. Perhaps the most significant cause of these shortcomings is a lack of engagement between 

PSS developers and the planning practice.  

Engagement with WSUD planning practice suggests a specific need for spatially explicit tools. Kuller et al. 

(2017) specifically reviews recent tools that integrate Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) with spatially 

explicit algorithms using Geo-Information Systems (GIS), which has the potential to benefit planning 

(Massam, 1988). GIS-MCDA offers capabilities to integrate the complexities emerging from both a technical 

and social perspectives, such as the integration of social, environmental and economic factors as well as 

consideration of non-monetary values (Ferretti and Montibeller, 2016). Complex, multidisciplinary, multi-

stakeholder and group decision-making processes are facilitated through techniques offered by GIS-MCDA 

(Boroushaki and Malczewski, 2010; Jankowski and Nyerges, 2001). The considerable assessments and tools 

currently available have one or, in most cases, more of the following three limitations: (i) insufficient or 

incomplete number of assessment criteria, (ii) insufficient methodological sophistication and (iii) lack of 

automation and reproducibility.  

In response to these limitations, this study aims to develop a WSUD planning support system that automates 

user(s)-driven spatial suitability assessment for the planning of green stormwater management systems in 

urban environments. We specifically focus on the following objectives: 

(a) Operationalising a novel and comprehensive WSUD suitability framework proposed by Kuller et al. 

(2017); this is achieved through coupling the indicators related to the criteria of the ‘two sides of 

suitability’ – WSUD needs a place and a place needs WSUD – to spatial datasets; 

(b) Advancing spatial WSUD suitability mapping by applying a mix of GIS-MCDA techniques on the 

above criteria, in a flexible and replicable manner; 

(c) Developing a user-friendly spatial software, which supports strategic decision-making by integrating 

the above in alignment with practitioner insights (Kuller et al., 2018b); 
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(d) Testing the PSS on an existing real-world case study in Melbourne, where suitability analysis was 

performed previously by industry stakeholders. 

By utilising a novel suitability framework, for the first time, ecosystem services and the community needs for 

green infrastructure, as well as suitability related to the biophysical, social and urban context underlying 

WSUD performance are systematically incorporated into a WSUD PSS. Such integration is critically lacking 

in literature and practice until now, as discussed by Prudencio and Null (2018). The strength of the presented 

tool lies in its capability to automate advanced spatial MCDA techniques, which normally require a 

considerable amount of time and human resources. In doing so, the tool can generate easily interpreted output, 

thereby facilitating deeper collaboration between stakeholders.   

2. Development of SSANTO 

Spatial Suitability ANalysis TOol (SSANTO), which automates spatial suitability assessment for the planning 

of green stormwater management systems in urban environments, was developed to meet four objectives: 

(a) Presents an easy-to-use interface that enables use by experts as well as non-experts and practitioners 

(b) Performs quick but rigorous assessment of the complete array of relevant factors in a spatially explicit 

way 

(c) Combines suitability assessment with the spatial assessment of needs, using principles from ecosystem 

services 

(d) Produces ready-to-use intuitive outputs that can be interpreted by experts as well as lay people.  

 

2.1 Theoretical background 

SSANTO operationalises the WSUD suitability framework developed by Kuller et al. (2017), as presented in 

Figure 1. To ‘measure’ suitability, this framework starts from the notion of ‘two sides of suitability’: 

‘Opportunities’ (referred to as ‘WSUD needs a place’) and ‘Needs’ (referred to as ‘A place needs WSUD’). 

The former (Opportunities) describes favourability of locations for the implementation of green stormwater 

infrastructure based on the biophysical, socio-economic and planning & governance contexts. The latter 

(Needs) describes locations based on their need for the benefits derived from WSUD related to provision (e.g. 
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irrigation water harvesting), regulation (e.g. water quality), cultural values and ecological habitat. Each of 

these categories contain a number of suitability factors (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 
2: Suitability framework (simplified) adapted from (Kuller et al., 2017). Both sides of suitability comprise of categories (in 
rectangles with icons) and their factors. 

 

SSANTO allows the user to build suitability maps for both sides of suitability by following a four-step 

procedure adapted from Malczewski and Rinner (2015): (1) compiling geodatabase, (2) masking, (3) value 

scaling, and (4) combining (Figure 2). 
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Figure 3: SSANTO’s workflow, representing the 4 steps and related user-defined and programmed inputs as well as 
outputs.  

 

In the first step – compiling geodatabase, all relevant spatial datasets are compiled into a geodatabase. Spatial 

data corresponding to each measurable indicator from the suitability factors in the framework are sought. 

Spatial MCDA tools such as SSANTO are typically data-hungry (Lee Jr, 1973) and their application may 

suffer from a lack of readily available data (Ferretti and Montibeller 2016). In certain cases, alternative datasets 

can be used to measure an indicator (e.g. Rhea et al., 2014). For example, landfill sites as well as petrol station 

locations can act as a proxy to the indicator ‘soil contamination’. Proxies should be applied with caution, as 

their relation and representation of the actual indicator may not always be straightforward (Marttunen et al. 

2018). 

The second step - masking, is the process of removing all areas where at least one aspect of the urban context 

constrains infrastructure implementation. Two types of masking are possible, depending on the type of data: 

(1) Boolean masking and (2) masking using a threshold value. The former is used for discrete data (e.g. 

features) while the latter is used for continuous data (e.g. slope).  

Before we can combine and compare diverse criteria, raw spatial datasets need transformation to a common 

suitability scale (Malczewski and Rinner 2015). This process is the third step – value scaling in SSANTO’s 
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workflow. Value scaling answers questions of the following kind: What does a slope of 5.5% mean for the 

suitability of a location for the implementation of rain gardens? Value scaling is an essential step in GIS-

MCDA, and a mathematical representation of human judgement and knowledge in the form of ‘value 

functions’ (Keeney, 1992). Value functions describe the relationship between raw data values and suitability 

values, thus representing various datasets in comparable units. The shape of a value function is unique to its 

corresponding criterion and WSUD system type. For simplicity, linear value functions are commonly applied 

(Malczewski and Rinner 2015). However, Stewart (1996) showed that the shape of value functions matter, and 

that using a linear form is often an over-simplification of reality. As an alternative, value functions of a 

piecewise linear form to account for non-linearity can be used (Malczewski and Rinner 2015, Pereira and 

Duckstein 1993).  

Fourth step involves combining all criteria. As not all aspects carry the same importance for the final 

suitability, criteria also need to be weighted. Weights can be elicited from stakeholders or calculated. 

Hierarchical weighting is commonly applied for decision problems that can be divided into sub-objectives, 

also reflected in the suitability framework used in this study. Weight definition can be the source of biases, 

which are discussed by Marttunen et al. (2018). According to them, hierarchical weighting suffers most from 

splitting and asymmetry biases as well as higher variance, where user weights are affected by the structure of 

objectives and sub-objectives (i.e. criteria) in a branch of a hierarchy. Non-hierarchical weighting may suffer 

from range insensitivity and equalising biases. The former occurs when the range of possible criterion values 

is insufficiently reflected in weights while the latter occurs because of the user’s tendency to avoid assigning 

very high or low weights. Entropy-based weights are calculated weights which reflect the information-density 

of the data. Lower entropy means higher variation in the data, more discriminative power and therefore higher 

criterion weights. Fully or partly entropy-based weights mitigate all biases associated with user-defined 

weighting and can be useful when combined with other weighting methods (Nijkamp and van Delft 1977).  

According to Ferretti and Montibeller (2016), the inherent subjectivity of user-defined criteria weights in GIS-

MCDA necessitates participatory processes with stakeholders. They argue that the rating method responds to 

the observed need for simple weight elicitation protocols. The simplicity of the rating method comes at the 
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cost of certain biases (Eisenführ et al., 2010). Therefore, the flexible architecture of SSANTO allows for the 

future addition of other weighting methods for the user to choose from, if they wish so.  

After weighting, a model is applied to combine all criteria and create a suitability map. The weighting method 

and combination rules are closely related to each other. Malczewski and Rinner (2015) describe a range of 

methods varying in complexity, ranging from simple linear additive models to complex and non-linear ideal 

point and outranking methods. One of the most widely applied methods is weighted linear combination (WLC). 

As an intuitive method to decision-makers, this method was chosen for its simplicity. WLC assumes linearity 

(constant marginal values) and additivity (mutual preferential independence). Although the assumptions 

behind WLC are not easily applied in spatial decision problems, it was found to perform almost as well as far 

more complicated, non-linear methods such as reference-point methods (Hwang and Yoon, 1981a) and can be 

easily implemented in GIS using map algebra (Tomlin, 1990).  

 

2.2 Software architecture 

SSANTO can perform individual suitability analyses for seven different WSUD infrastructure types: (1) 

Bioretention & rain gardens, (2) Infiltration systems, (3) Green roofs, (4) Ponds & lakes, (5) Swales, (6) 

Rainwater tanks, and (7) Constructed wetlands. The tool’s flexible architecture allows for easy extension to 

include additional infrastructure types. SSANTO was built as a Python add-in to the spatial software ArcMap 

by Esri, connected to several python toolboxes and coded in Python version 2.7 (Figures 1S-3S supplementary 

material). The tool has four separate modules (discussed below) that automate the four steps of the analysis 

(see Section 2.1 and Figure 2). 

2.2.1 Compiling geodatabase 

For SSANTO, data were gathered following a pragmatic approach. Firstly, all data that were relevant and 

readily available in online governmental data repositories, were added to the geodatabase. Secondly, all 

reasonable effort was taken to acquire data for factors that were still missing data and were considered high 

importance by the suitability framework (see Kuller et al., 2017). For example, flood extents were deemed 

important data, but not publicly available. This data was separately acquired from the relevant municipality. 

No measurements or surveys were undertaken for this study, which fully relied on the availability of existing 
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datasets. SSANTO’s flexible structure allows easy addition of new criteria and corresponding datasets. Table 

1 provides a summary with the most important datasets used in SSANTO. The full list of datasets currently 

embedded in the tool, with explanation and sources, can be found in Table 1S of the supplementary materials.  

The geodatabase contains geolocated spatial data in two formats: vector and raster. Three types of vector data 

can be distinguished: (1) features, (2) overlay, and (3) aggregated (Table 1). Examples of feature data are the 

roads dataset and building footprints. Overlay data include planning overlays such as heritage sites. 

Demographic data, such as environmental awareness, are aggregated over administrative tracts, such as census 

tracts.  

There is often more than one way to measure an indicator from the suitability framework using spatial data. 

For example, we measured the cultural factor ‘visibility’ using different maps containing information about 

points of interest (POI), busy pedestrian areas such as commercial zones and residential densities (Table 1). 

All spatial input datasets were pre-processed to fit the required format type, study area and naming convention 

used in SSANTO. For the start screen, a datafile containing municipality boundaries was used to help study 

area selection.  

Table 1: Summary of datasets used in SSANTO for both sides of suitability (Figure 1) with corresponding indicator and 
category from suitability framework. Complete table of datasets used in SSANTO, including data sources and further 
explanation can be found in Table 1S of supplementary materials.  

 Category Indicator Dataset Data type Proxy 

O
pp

or
tu

ni
ti

es
 Biophysical Slope Digital Elevation Model (DEM) Raster  

Roof areas Building footprints Features  
Socio-economic Environmental awareness Election results Aggregated  

Sense of community Volunteering Aggregated   

Planning & 
Governance 

Utility infrastructure Easements Features  
Cultural Heritage  Cultural Heritage Sites Overlay  
Land ownership Cadastre Features  

N
ee

ds
 

Provisioning Proximity to water demand POI (Points of Interest) Features  

Regulating Heat vulnerability Heat vulnerability Aggregated  
Connected impervious area Directly connected 

imperviousness (DCI) 
Aggregated  

Floods Flood extents Raster  
Cultural Visibility Land-use, POI Features  
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2.2.2 Masking 

This process is executed following study area and infrastructure type selection by the user. Constraining criteria 

and threshold values are specific to WSUD type and are hard-coded in SSANTO. Commonly applied masks 

include: 

 Slope (threshold, depending on WSUD type) 

 Building footprints (Boolean) 

 Distance to airports (threshold, depending on WSUD type) 

For example, wetlands cannot be built on slopes over 5.5% (Melbourne Water, 2005) or near (<1km) airports 

(ICAO, 2012). Raw raster-based data is reclassified into a Boolean, using the threshold value to create masked 

data. For example, a threshold value of 5.5% for slopes results in a mask map where areas where slope > 5.5% 

are assigned a value of 1 (representing true), and all other areas are assigned a value of 0 (false). For vector-

based data that is already binary, reclassification is not required. The complete list of masks and threshold 

values specified per WSUD type can be found in Table 2S of the supplementary material.  

As SSANTO performs raster-based analysis, vector-based mask data is merged and converted into raster 

format. After conversion, the final mask is created by merging these masks with those from the raster data. 

The output of this step is a Boolean raster mask map, where cells to be excluded (masked) have value 1 (true).   

2.2.3 Value Scaling 

SSANTO uses value functions of the piecewise linear form (Malczewski and Rinner, 2015; Pereira and 

Duckstein, 1993). SSANTO uses pre-set value functions (as opposed to user-defined value functions) to 

enhance user-friendliness. To define global value functions for each criterion and WSUD type, values range 

between 0 and 100 for minimum, maximum, midpoint, first quart, third quart and direction (a graphical 

explanation is provided in Figure 4S, supplementary material). These values were either (i) acquired using a 

panel of scientific experts, (ii) taken from literature, (iii) derived from Melbourne averages and deviations, or, 

if no other information was available, (iv) at the authors’ discretion. Although value scales are predefined, they 

can be customised where required. A table containing all criteria and their value scales for each WSUD type 

currently available in SSANTO can be found in the supplementary materials (Table 2S). 
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Not all criteria could be represented by simple piecewise linear value functions. Criteria with convex/concave 

value functions are assigned two value scales, one for the increasing- and one for the decreasing section of the 

curve. Criteria without pre-defined value scales were assigned one by means of an algorithm, based on the 

structure of the dataset. Binary criteria (planning overlays) were included in the suitability calculations Their 

value scales only contain two parameters: true and false. Alternatively, they can be added to the output map 

separately. In this case, the features of the dataset remain unchanged and are overlaid on the output suitability 

map, providing additional information to the user (e.g. ‘careful, this area is heritage listed’). Several criteria, 

such as land ownership, are categorical. For these criteria, the value function is replaced by individual 

suitability value assignment for each category.  

SSANTO’s value scaling algorithm was built for raster data, performing raw-data to suitability-data 

calculations on a cell-by-cell basis. Vector-based data is first transformed into raster data using a uniform and 

customisable cell size across datasets (20m x 20m). Raster-based data is resampled where necessary, to fit the 

resolution. The outputs of this third step in the workflow of SSANTO are suitability maps for each criterion in 

raster format, using a suitability scale ranging between 0 (least suitable) and 100 (most suitable).  

2.2.4 Combination rules 

The first step is criteria weighting. SSANTO offers a mix of weighting options, aimed at managing the biases 

discussed in section 2.1, while maximising useability. These methods include hierarchical and non-hierarchical 

user-elicited weights, entropy-based weighting and a combination of these. Although the WSUD suitability 

framework is hierarchical, the options for non-hierarchical weighting as well as the initial retention of 

information on the number of sub-objectives mitigates asymmetry- and other hierarchy-related biases 

(Marttunen et al. 2018). 

The ‘rating’ method was applied for user-defined weightings (Malczewski and Rinner, 2015). The user is asked 

to score criteria relative to each other on a scale from 0 (exclude) to 100 (most important). The list of criteria 

for rating depends on the selected area of interest and WSUD type. It is compiled by SSANTO’s algorithms, 

based on the information in Table 2S of the supplementary materials. Pairwise comparison as used in AHP 

was considered to compromise user-friendliness of SSANTO. It has been criticised for inflated spread of 
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weights and inconsistencies (Lienert et al., 2016; Malczewski and Rinner, 2015), which may require users to 

redo the entire process.  

Hierarchical user-based weights are acquired in two steps: rating categories and rating individual criteria. The 

user window for rating criteria is presented in the supplementary materials (Figure 3S). SSANTO calculates 

final weights using the following equations: 

𝑤 =  
∑

     (Equation 1) 

𝑤 =  
∑

      (Equation 2) 

where 𝑤  is the weight of the cth category, 𝑟  is the user-defined rating for the cth category (ranging between 0 

and 100), 𝑤  is the weight of the kth criterion in the cth category and 𝑟  is the user-defined rating for the kth 

criterion (ranging between 0 and 100) in the cth category, so that ∑ 𝑤 =  𝑤  and ∑ 𝑤 = 1. Non-

hierarchical weighting omits Equations 1 and 2, such that: 

𝑤 =  
∑

      (Equation 3) 

where 𝑤  is the weight of the kth criterion. Entropy weights depend on the amount of variation (information) 

in the data. They are used to prioritise those criteria that enhance the decision-maker’s ability to distinguish 

between decision options. Completely homogenous data (all cell values are equal) results in an entropy value 

(𝐸 ) of 1, while completely heterogenous data (all cell values are different, covering the full range of possible 

values) result in an 𝐸  of 0. Entropy weights (𝑤 ) are then calculated for each criterion based on the entropy 

for that criterion, compared to the total entropy in all criteria. Overall, the calculation of criteria weights is as 

follows (Shannon and Weaver, 1963): 

𝐸 =  −
∑  ( )

 ( )
     (Equation 4) 

𝑝 =  𝑎 ∑ 𝑎⁄      (Equation 5) 

𝑤 =  
 

∑ (  )
     (Equation 6) 
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where 𝑎  is the suitability value of the kth criterion at the ith location, so that ∑ 𝑤 = 1. Finally, user-

defined criteria weights can be combined with entropy weights using the following equation (Hwang and 

Yoon, 1981b; Malczewski and Rinner, 2015): 

𝑤∗ =
∑

     (Equation 7) 

The second step is combining weighted data, for which the WLC model was selected. To meet the additivity 

assumption, SSANTO gives a warning message when potentially dependent criteria are selected 

simultaneously by the user. WLC was deemed the most appropriate model, considering (i) the consequential 

flaws of alternative combination method’s underlying assumptions and (ii) our endeavour for simple, intuitive 

and transparent methodologies. SSANTO’s algorithm applies WLC on a cell-by-cell basis, using the following 

function (Malczewski and Rinner, 2015): 

𝑉(𝐴 ) =  ∑ 𝑤 𝑣(𝑎 )   (Equation 8) 

where 𝑉(𝐴 ) is the final suitability (between 0-100) for the ith location (raster cell), 𝑤  is the weight of the kth 

criterion and 𝑣(𝑎 ) is the value function as defined in the previous section, for the kth criterion and ith location. 

SSANTO’s architecture is flexible and allows for iterative analyses to respond to some of the key challenges 

of GIS-MCDA as identified by Ferretti and Montibeller (2016), including the issues discussed in section 2.1. 

Because of the nature of GIS-MCDA, a certain level of uncertainly and bias is unavoidable. Clear reporting 

on the effect of model choices to the user is therefore critical. This is achieved through clear user guidance and 

default settings that minimise unwanted biases.  

2.2.5 Output 

SSANTO’s final outputs are suitability maps in raster format and suitability statistics for the selected study 

area and technology type. Three suitability maps can be generated: (1) Opportunity map, corresponding to 

‘WSUD needs a place’, (2) Needs map, corresponding to ‘a place needs WSUD’ and (3) an overall (combined) 

suitability map (refer to section 3.2 for graphical examples). The final map is produced by either (i) collating 

all criteria from both suitability sides and weighting them together, or (ii) treating the Opportunities map and 

Needs map as individual criteria and repeating the weighting process for them. A numerical summary of the 
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underlaying criteria values and impact (a combination of value, weight and deviation from average), which 

explain the resulting suitability score, can be obtained for each individual location (see Figure 5S in the 

supplementary materials for an example). Furthermore, overall summary statistics of the suitability maps are 

generated, including mean suitability, extremes, and suitability distribution histograms.  

SSANTO does not consider system size of WSUD, catchment hydrology, treatment trains or quantitative and 

qualitative performance. As such, it is meant to be used in conjunction with other models such as MUSIC 

(eWater, 2011) for design, UrbanBEATS (Bach, 2014) for options generation or even an agent-based model 

for green infrastructure uptake by Castonguay et al. (2018), which explicitly requires some form of suitability 

maps as inputs.  

2.3 Testing SSANTO 

Suitability is not a physically (objectively) measurable metric, but a reflection of stakeholder’s preference and 

expertise. Model validation is usually performed by comparing model outputs to measured data, e.g. rainfall, 

temperature, stormwater flows or flood depths. Suitability estimations, however, is scarce because of large 

investments required to generate them. Furthermore, suitability estimates depend on the applied definition of 

suitability. Therefore, testing models such as SSANTO should extend beyond simple validation of their 

algorithms. It needs to include the testing of their ability to rapidly reproduce the outcomes of planning 

processes and iteratively run varying scenarios and input data. The added value of SSANTO ultimately 

depends on its capacity to support and improve the rigour and speed of WSUD planning processes.  

To test its performance, SSANTO’s outputs were compared to the outcomes of a suitability mapping and 

prioritisation study carried out by a consultancy firm called E2DesignLab. This section describes the case-

study location, E2DesignLab’s methods and outputs, SSANTO’s setup for testing and the method for 

comparing E2DesignLab’s outputs with SSANTO’s outputs.  

2.3.1 Case study description 

The City of Darebin is a local government area in the suburbs directly northeast of the centre of Melbourne, 

Australia. Its population is just under 150,000 in an almost fully built-up area of 53 km2 (ABS, 2016). Darebin 

is situated in the Lower Yarra Catchment with Merri Creek forming its western border and Darebin Creek 
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forming its eastern border (Figure 3). Natural waterways in Darebin have been degraded due to urban 

development and communities are facing occasional flood events.  

 

 

Figure 4: Darebin municipality as situated in Metropolitan Melbourne, Australia. (Sources: ABS, DELWP, Esri, 
DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, ONES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User 
Community) 

 

2.3.2 Validation data 

Melbourne-based WSUD consultancy E2DesignLab performed a spatial prioritisation study for Darebin in 

2017 (Roberts et al., 2017), for two cases: (1) street-scale systems such as small rain gardens and tree pits, and 

(2) precinct-scale WSUD options such as wetlands, rain gardens and stormwater harvesting schemes that treat 

moderate to large catchments (from 10 ha to over 100 ha). In the first case, values from 4 spatial datasets (all 

part of ‘Needs’) were assigned a suitability score between 1 (least suitable) and 3 (most suitable). The scored 

maps were then overlaid by adding the suitability scores, to generate a final vector-based suitability map with 
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scores between 4 and 12. This created a coarse suitability map without mask, intended as a high-level aid to 

decision-makers for streetscape system planning. For the purpose of testing, this map was first normalised to 

represent scores from 0-100, and subsequently rasterised.  

In the second case, 68 priority sites (available as a polygon shapefile) were manually identified as opportunities 

to retrofit precinct-scale systems (hereafter called: ‘E2D priority sites’). E2D priority sites were identified 

through a manual prioritisation exercise, using E2DesignLab’s experience with planning for green stormwater 

infrastructure combined with spatial data from 12 criteria and additional local knowledge. More detail about 

the selection process can be found in the supplementary materials as well as Roberts et al. (2017). It should be 

noted that E2D priority sites were created using detailed information about the urban context as well as tacit 

knowledge of the urban planner and political motivations, all of which are not always available or reflected in 

the form of spatial datasets. 

2.3.3 Tool setup 

A total of seven model runs were performed to validate and test SSANTO, as presented in Table 2. One model 

run analyses suitability for street-scale systems, using identical weighting and value scales as E2DesignLab 

(S-Case-Expert). Six model runs analyse suitability for precinct-scale systems, using two sets of criteria (‘case-

limited’ and ‘full’) and three different weighting methods (‘equal’, ‘expert’ and ‘entropy’). The case-limited 

criterion set is a selection of criteria as used in the study by E2DesignLab, while the full criteria set includes 

all relevant criteria as defined by Kuller et al. (2017) for which data was available. A complete overview of 

these criteria is presented in Table 3. Weighting method ‘equal’ refers to a model run where all criteria have 

equal weight, while for ‘expert’, weights were provided by E2DesignLab. The ‘entropy’ weights are calculated 

from the variability of data within a criterion, as explained in section 2.2.4.  
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Table 2: Overview of model runs performed for testing. 

WSUD type Criteria Set Weighting 
method 

Model run 

Street-scale Case-limited Expert1 S-Case-Expert 

Precinct-scale Case-limited Equal P-Case-Equal 
Expert P-Case-Expert 

Entropy P-Case-Entropy 
Full Equal P-Full-Equal 

Expert P-Full-Expert 
Entropy P-Full-Entropy 

1Both weighting and value scales used by E2DesignLab were also applied for this model run. The value scales can be 

found in Table 4S of the supplementary materials.  

 

More information about the criteria from Table 3 and all other criteria used by SSANTO for other WSUD 

types, their data sources, as well as value scales applied to each criterion and WSUD type can be found in the 

supplementary materials (Table 1S and Table 2S respectively). Expert value scales for model run S-Case-

Expert as well as expert weights for precinct-scale systems can be found in the supplementary materials (Table 

3S and 4S respectively).   
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Table 3: Criteria used for testing.  

 Category Criterion System1 Mask (threshold) 
W

SU
D

 n
ee

ds
 a

 p
la

ce
 

(O
pp

or
tu

ni
ti

es
) 

Biophysical Slope S, P  (S: 15%, P: 5.5%) 
Building footprints S, P  

Pre-human wetland structure S, P - 
(Distance to) landfill sites S, P  -   
Sports fields S, P  

Socio-Economic Education level S, P - 
Sense of community S, P - 
Environmental awareness S, P - 

Planning & 
Governance 

Distance to drainage infrastructure S, P - 
Utility infrastructure S, P - 
Land value S, P - 
Street width/type S  

Lot Size P - 
Land ownership S, P - 
Cultural Heritage  S, P - 
Geological Heritage S, P - 
Natural Heritage S, P - 
Distance to airports  P  (P: 1000m) 

A
 p

la
ce

 n
ee

ds
 W

SU
D

  
(N

ee
ds

) 

Provisioning Irrigation demand S, P - 
Regulating Effective imperviousness2 S, P - 

Total imperviousness S, P - 
Current WSUD S, P - 
Heat vulnerability S, P - 

 Flood risk S, P - 
Cultural Visibility S, P - 

Social cohesion S, P - 
Green cover S, P - 
Recreation P - 

1S: street-scale systems such as tree pits and rain gardens, P: precinct-scale systems such as constructed wetlands and 
large bioretention. In bold are the criteria used by E2DesignLab and applied in the ‘case-limited’ model runs. 
2Effective imperviousness was excluded from the evaluation for the Darebin case study, as this fully developed area has 
homogeneously high rates of effective imperviousness, far above the threshold for which WSUD could improve water 
quality.  

 

2.3.4 Comparing SSANTO’s outputs to suitability results generated by E2DesignLab 

The normalised suitability map from E2DesignLab (E2D) was compared to SSANTO’s output suitability map 

on a cell-by-cell basis, without masking. However, the E2D priority sites from the second case cannot be 

directly compared to SSANTO’s suitability map. To assess whether the outputs of SSANTO reflect E2D 

suitability site selection, SSANTO’s calculated suitability at E2D priority sites was compared to the average 

calculated suitability for Darebin. Thus, SSANTO’s performance was tested for all six model runs presented 

in Table 2. The suitability maps for the three weighting methods are assessed in greater detail for model runs 
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using full criteria. Finally, the output for ‘Opportunities’ and ‘Needs’ are compared for model run P-Full-

Expert by comparing their suitability values on a cell-by-cell basis. 

3. Results 

3.1 Street-scale systems 

There was a 96.7% match for street-scale systems (identical cell values between the output generated by 

SSANTO compared to E2DesignLab), 2.65% of area had a deviation of 1, and only 0.61% deviated more than 

1 (Figure 4). While the deviation of 1 can be attributed to rounding errors, deviations above 1 are likely due to 

misalignment of cells resulting from the transformation of vector data to raster data. The close match between 

the modelled output and the output from E2DesignLab is promising, as it demonstrates that SSANTO can 

reproduce the practical steps and thinking required to undertake this analysis.  
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Figure 5 a) Map showing deviations in suitability values between the suitability result for streetscape systems from 
E2DesignLab and SSANTO’s results for S-Case-Expert, using identical value scales and criteria weights. b) Same results, 
shown in a bubble-weighted scatter plot. 

 

3.2 Precinct-scale systems 

Results of the model run using full criteria and expert weights as provided by E2DesignLab are shown in 

Figure 5. In total, 72% of the case-study area is masked out. SSANTO’s suitability scores are relatively higher 

at E2D priority sites with a mean of 69, compared to 64 elsewhere (Figure 5c). This difference is greater for 

‘Opportunities’ (62 vs. 55) than for ‘Needs’ (79 vs. 78). This suggests that the ‘Opportunities’ side of suitability 

was more important in the selection of E2D priority sites than the ‘Needs’ side.  
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Figure 6: Output maps for model run P-Full-Expert. a) suitability map for the ‘Opportunities’ side of the suitability 
framework, b) suitability map for the ‘Needs’ side of the suitability framework, c) suitability map of ‘Opportunities’ and 
‘Needs’ combined, overlaid by E2D priority sites and optional sites (stars).  

 

Figure 6 presents the performance of all six model runs, through a full comparison of the suitability 

distributions. Model runs using full criteria result in a higher positive difference in mean between E2D priority 

sites and Darebin average than model runs using limited criteria (mirroring E2DesignLab’s analysis). This 

suggests that E2DesignLab and the City of Darebin implicitly used more information than the indicators they 

reported to inform their E2D priority site selection, including some of the information that SSANTO uses. 

Thus, some of the tacit knowledge used for E2D priority site selection may be captured by SSANTO’s full 

criteria set. 
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For the case-limited set of criteria, expert and entropy weighting perform better than equal weighting. For 

model runs using the full criteria set, entropy weighting results in a significantly better fit than the other 

weighting sets, while expert weighting results in a slightly better fit than equal weighting.  

The full comparison of key suitability summary statistics between E2D priority sites and Darebin average for 

‘Needs’, ‘Opportunities’ and combined suitability for all scenarios is presented in the supplementary materials 

(Table 5S). From Table 5S we observe that ‘Needs’ fitted E2D priority sites better than ‘Opportunities’, 

suggesting those criteria from the case-limited set were more closely considered. This order is reversed in tool 

runs with a full set of criteria, where the fit for ‘Needs’ is lower than that for ‘Opportunities’. 

The outperformance of expert weighting by entropy weighting for the full criteria set is notable, considering 

experts weights were elicited from the same people who selected the E2D priority sites. It highlights the 

complexity of accurate weight elicitation as it suggests the underestimation of the importance of some, and 

overestimation of other criteria in the planning process. It furthermore points to the potential strength of 

entropy weighting, as P-Full-Entropy was found to be the best performing model run. For a full comparison 

between expert- and entropy weights, refer to the supplementary materials (Table 3S).  
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Figure 7: Comparison of distribution of suitability between Darebin average (blue) and E2D priority sites (green) for all 
precinct-scale scenarios. µD: mean suitability for Darebin, µP: mean suitability at priority sites. Greater positive difference 
between µP and µD indicates better performance. 

 
Figure 7 compares the results for expert (b) with equal (a) and entropy weighting (c). While suitability values 

vary between the three outputs for certain locations, other locations appear more stable (Figure 6S 

supplementary material). The spread of suitability values across Darebin is highest for entropy weighting and 

lowest for equal weighting, where 97.7% of suitability values lie between 50 and 70 (see also: Figure 6). The 

small number of criteria that dominate the suitability result for entropy weights (refer to Table 3S of the 

supplementary materials) could explain the high spread compared to expert and equal weighting, where 

suitability results are evened out by a greater number of influential criteria.  
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Figure 8: Comparing SSANTO results for different weighting methods for large systems using full criteria. a) Equal weights, 
b) expert weights, and c) entropy weights.  

 

Finally, it is notable that in most locations, the score for ‘Needs’ is higher than that for ‘Opportunities’ (Figure 

8). This could indicate that either (i) there is a bias towards ‘Needs’ in value scales or (ii) green infrastructure 

is needed in more locations than it can be implemented. 

 

 

Figure 9: Scatter plot of a cell-by-cell comparison between suitability score for ‘Needs’ and ‘Opportunities’ output produced 
by SSANTO for scenario P-Full-Expert (refer to Figure 5a, b).  
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Operation of SSANTO 

As is inherent to many types of models and tools, the availability, quality and format of input data are 

fundamental to SSANTO’s operation. This principle is often referred to as “garbage in, garbage out” (Eysenck, 

1978). The most important data-related issues include:  

 data quantity: many criteria and related datasets are required, including biophysical, socio-economic 

and planning-related data (Alexander, 1989); 

 data quality, accuracy and collection date (how recent the data are); 

 fuzziness of the relation between data/indicator and decision criterion (Chen et al., 2011; Malczewski, 

1999); 

 high variety of data formats and resolutions related to the different types of data (Openshaw, 1983). 

The nature of data inputs, i.e. socio-economic and urban form data, make SSANTO specifically applicable to 

infill development modelling. Sufficient biophysical data in combination with detailed statutory planning data 

can warrant SSANTO useful for greenfield developments as well. In cases where master plans are detailed 

enough, certain ‘virtual’ datasets can serve as criteria in the planning & governance, provision, regulating, 

cultural and habitat categories. Limitations related to data are described in greater detail in the supplementary 

materials.  

Different weighting methods are associated with different advantages, biases and limitations, as described in 

section 2.1. Varying data formats were found to have an impact on entropy weights, potentially compromising 

their validity. Further discussion on the power of entropy-based weights to remove biases associated with user-

based weighting (Boroushaki, 2017) as well as the limitations related to data formats can be found in the 

discussion section of the supplementary materials. Clear communication of uncertainties relating to data and 

weighting is essential to enable appropriate, mindful interpretation and application of the outputs (Walker et 

al., 2003). Because user-defined weights are a reflection of preferences and expertise, suitability is a human 

concept, which is not objectively measurable, as mentioned in section 2.3.  
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Given that suitability is a human concept, caution is required when concluding that model run P-Full-Entropy 

is better at modelling suitability. More accurately, it ‘performs better’ in mirroring the outcome of human 

decision-making processes. Therefore, just as important as validity, is a tool’s usefulness: the ability to reduce 

the cost while increasing the speed and rigour of decision-making processes and enhance the quality of decision 

outcomes. Usefulness also depends on a tool’s user experience, such as user-friendliness, flexibility and 

relevance to planning problems (Lee Jr, 1973). All of these issues were found crucial in WSUD planning 

practice (Kuller et al., 2018b).  

Tested performance (difference between suitability of E2D priority sites vs. Darebin average) is compromised 

by E2DesignLab’s access to ‘inside information’ for the selection of E2D priority sites, which is not reflected 

in input data. Notable example is the location of an E2D priority site at a golf course soon to be 

decommissioned. Sports fields such as golf courses are identified as highly unsuitable by SSANTO, which has 

no information about its temporary status. Such discrepancies highlight SSANTO’s, and any tool or model’s 

role as supporting (rather than replacing) planning, used in conjunction with other tools, models and, most 

importantly, the human decision-making processes.   

4.2 Application of SSANTO in practice 

SSANTO was designed to foster stakeholder collaboration through its rapid generation of preference-based 

suitability outcomes. It enables users to compare and discuss individual model runs to gain deeper 

understanding of the underlaying context and preferences of suitability for WSUD. Thus, SSANTO can 

support more robust decisions. It is, however, not meant to replace human judgement (Reed and Kasprzyk, 

2009), and should never be used in isolation. Rather, it should be considered a support tool in a wider decision-

making context, which also includes other tools and models as well as human decision-making. The place of 

SSANTO in such iterative decision-making processes is depicted in Figure 9. Preliminary discussions with 

planning professionals suggest that SSANTO would provide a valuable addition to their work. SSANTO was 

developed in response to the urgent need of WSUD planning practitioners for spatial decision analysis (Kuller 

et al., 2018b).  
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Figure 10: WSUD planning and decision-making cycle with SSANTO. 

 

4.3 Further research 

Future work should extensively focus on qualitatively testing and validating SSANTO through workshops 

with practitioners. Furthermore, quantitative validation will include thorough comparisons with multiple 

suitability analyses previously undertaken in Melbourne as well as in cities outside Australia, and in-depth 

sensitivity analysis to gain deeper understanding of the identified biases and uncertainties (Delgado and 

Sendra, 2004). Also, future work includes the addition of more advanced functionality for weight elicitation 

such as SWING (Edwards and von Winterfeldt, 1986), which could improve user experience as well as weight 

consistency, and has previously been implemented in urban water management research (Scholten et al., 2015). 

As currently the value scales are set in SSANTO, future work should include the option for users to define 

their own value scales, as these can be (to a certain extent) preference dependent and may change with 

progressive insights in WSUD placement. Finally, user experience as well as coupling and integration with 

other models could be achieved by migration of SSANTO to open-source-, standalone- and online platforms.  
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5. Conclusions 

This paper presents a methodology and associated software tool called SSANTO, developed to rapidly assess 

spatial suitability for the planning and implementation of green and distributed urban stormwater 

infrastructure, using GIS-MCDA techniques. SSANTO allows suitability mapping for seven different system 

types including rain gardens and constructed wetlands. The tool allows for diverse criteria sets to be included 

such as biophysical, environmental, socio-economic and planning related data. For the first time, the two sides 

of suitability for a broad range of system types are incorporated, applying principles from ecosystem services. 

The tool’s architecture was designed to facilitate the application of various weighting methods, combination 

techniques and parameter settings, tailored to the user’s preferences. Rapid analyses of ‘Opportunities’ and 

‘Needs’ are presented using an intuitive, spatially explicit way through colour-coded maps.  

Running SSANTO with inputs data, value scales and weight assignment identical to those used by an WSUD 

consultancy demonstrated its ability to replicate the outcomes of manual suitability mapping, confirming the 

construct- and internal validity of the algorithms used. Further testing demonstrated that SSANTO can reflect 

human decision-making processes by successfully calculating relatively higher suitability values for selected 

priority locations from a decision-process by an WSUD consultancy.  

It was found that using the most comprehensive set of criteria, SSANTO was more successful to reflect the 

outcomes of a human decision-making process than using only the selection of criteria used for that human 

decision-making process. This suggests that SSANTO can capture some of the tacit knowledge that planning 

practitioners use for WSUD placement. Furthermore, entropy weighting performed better than expert 

weighting and equal weighting. However, caution should be used as entropy weighting is associated with 

certain methodological limitations. Throughout our study area, ‘Needs’ for green infrastructure is consistently 

higher than the ‘Opportunities’ for them.  

The development of SSANTO aimed for a simple and user-friendly interface and workflow. The aim is to 

enable experts in sustainable urban water management and planning, as well as lay people, to undertake 

thorough spatial analysis without the need to invest high amounts of time and resources, associated with 

manual processes. SSANTO’s rapid suitability analysis aimed at facilitating the assessment of multiple 
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scenarios, increasing our understanding of the interaction between urban planning decisions and our urban 

context. By comparing the outcomes of iterative application by multiple stakeholders, SSANTO should 

promote discussion, collaborative planning and a deeper understanding of the variation of stakeholder 

preferences and their impacts on decision-making. In doing so, SSANTO has the potential to bridge the gap 

between perceived need for planning support and low utilisation levels of models and tools and improve the 

outcomes of planning for sustainable urban water management. 
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5.3 SSANTO AND THE PLANNING PRACTICE 

The ad-hoc and opportunistic planning practices associated with WSUD can have long term effects 

on its feasibility and limit the benefits derived from WSUD. GIS-MCDA has great potential to 

improve planning practices, however is generally costly and time consuming (Marttunen et al. 2018). 

Constrained resources of stakeholders responsible for WSUD planning prevent a wider uptake of 

GIS-MCDA. SSANTO makes such advanced spatial analysis methods available to planning 

practitioners through its fast and user-friendly, but rigorous suitability assessment. Such methods 

have recognised potential to overcome ad-hoc and opportunistic planning processes and improve 

planning outcomes (Geertman and Stillwell 2012, Klosterman 1997). SSANTO’s development was 

informed through close collaboration with the end-user to ensure that its design responds to their 

needs.  

SSANTO can support the exploration of WSUD layout options in a given area by allowing rapid yet 

thorough suitability assessment. Outputs and their underlying causes are explored in detail by 

viewing the summary statistics as well as using the graph method, which present an overview of 

suitability distribution across the entire case-study. Most important feature, however, is the ‘explain’ 

tool, shown in Figure 5S of the supplementary materials. This function allows the user to click 

anywhere on the suitability map to get a summary of suitability at the clicked location: suitability 

value, highest to lowers criteria values, and highest to lowest impact of criteria (i.e. a metric 

considering value, weight and difference with average suitability). Output maps can be overlaid 

with base maps, such as satellite data, as shown in Figures 7S (street-scale) and 8S (precinct-scale) of 

the supplementary materials. Such a process deepens the understanding of the local context for 

WSUD planning. 

Using the output maps and other output data for ‘opportunities’ and ‘needs’ separately, rather than 

the combined overall suitability map, is preferred. Separately, these maps provide the user with 

targeted information about where we could, and where we should place WSUD. Combining these 

suitability sides together, this nuanced information is lost as in the combined suitability map, a 

location with average suitability can mean three different things: (1) high opportunity but no need 

for WSUD, (2) high need, but no opportunity for WSUD or (3) medium need and opportunity for 

WSUD. Each of these scenarios may lead to very different decisions from urban planners.  
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5.4 FINAL REMARKS 

This chapter brings together all knowledge and insights gained during the research presented in 

Chapters 2-4 by building a PSS for strategic WSUD planning called SSANTO. Through the 

automation of methods from GIS-MCDA, the WSUD suitability framework is operationalised. 

Insights in the needs of planning practice guided the architecture of SSANTO. Testing showed the 

construct validity and internal validity of its algorithms. It is able to reflect manual strategic decision-

making on the prioritisation of locations for WSUD placement in a case-study in Melbourne. In 

doing so, SSANTO is rapid and flexible, responding to user preferences and expertise. Thus, 

SSANTO enables decision-makers to enhance the rigour of their decisions without requiring high 

levels of expertise or investments in time or money. Ultimately, this could lead to improved 

outcomes of WSUD planning for urban communities in terms of environmental quality, liveability 

and flood safety. In the following chapter, the Indonesian (WSUD) planning practice will be 

discussed and the need for, and useability of SSANTO will be tested for the case study of Bogor, 

Indonesia.  
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CHAPTER 6  
SSANTO IN THE INDONESIAN PLANNING 

CONTEXT 
 

Als er geen water meer is, kent men de waarde van de put 

“When the water runs out, the value of the well is known” 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the need for and applicability of the newly developed planning support system 

called SSANTO is evaluated for the Indonesian urban planning context. Firstly, this context is 

described using the cases of Bogor (West Java) and Surabaya (East Java). Then, the applicability of 

the tool is tested for the case of Bogor. Background, methodology, results, discussion and 

conclusions of this work will be submitted for publication in Cities and are presented in section 6.2. 

This research was approved by the Monash ethics committee (Appendix B). 

This work responds to the fifth objective of this PhD: “Test the tool for a developed (i.e. Australia) 

and developing (i.e. Indonesia) context through case studies”, focussing on the second part. To this 

end, this section seeks to answer research question RQ5: What is the need for, and applicability of a tool 

such as the one mentioned in H4 in the planning context of urban Indonesia? 

To answer this research question, the following hypothesis was tested: 

H5: Planning support in the form of a GIS-MCDA is needed to improve the relatively young 

planning processes in Indonesia, but will be challenged by the difficulty to acquire quality input 

data. 

Testing of this hypothesis was conducted using qualitative research methods including semi-

structured in-depth interviews and demonstration sessions followed by questionnaires (for 

interview protocol and questionnaire, refer to Appendix E). Research participants included 

government officials, planning consultants and academics as well as students in the field of urban 

planning and water management. 
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6.2 SSANTO IN THE INDONESIAN PLANNING CONTEXT 

Planning support for distributed green stormwater infrastructure in a 
developing context: the case of Indonesia 
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Abstract: Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) is increasingly being used around to world as a sustainable stormwater 
management strategy to improve water quality, reduce urban flood risk and generate a suite of amenity benefits to urban 
communities. Although predominantly developed and implemented in western countries, WSUD is increasingly applied 
in developing countries as well, as a response to rapid urban growth and climate impacts. Developing countries have the 
potential to ‘leapfrog’ towards more sustainable urban water management practices. As an integral part of the urban 
landscape, WSUD requires strategic implementation. Planning Support Systems (PSS), such as spatial modelling 
software, can assist urban planning to achieve this. This study explores current planning practices, the role of tools and 
models and the potential for the adoption of a specific spatial tool in an Indonesian urban context. Using in-depth 
interviews and workshops, we elicit the tacit knowledge and experiences of planning practitioners including government 
officials, planning consultancies and academics. Planning processes were generally found to have improved over the past 
decades. However, significant barriers to strategic planning exist, including inadequate collaboration between planning 
actors, insufficient capacity and resources at the local government level. Perhaps the most important barrier highlighted 
was the lack of access to high-quality spatial data. Although tools and models are used for planning, their application is 
limited to academia and planning consultancies, who conduct the bulk of planning tasks. Most important considerations 
for PSS adoption are data needs, alignment with planning needs and user friendliness. The tool tested in this study shows 
potential for adoption considering the enthusiasm for uptake of novel and innovative spatial methodologies. However, 
collection and sharing of spatial information is paramount if WSUD is to be successfully implemented in Indonesian 
cities going forward.   

Keywords: Water Sensitive Urban Design; Low Impact Development; Planning Support Systems; 
Urban Planning; Strategic Planning; Developing Context; Leapfrogging 
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1. Introduction 

Nature-based solutions to urban water management have been applied for several decades to mitigate 

the negative impacts of increased urbanisation, such as degraded waterways and urban flooding, 

which are the result of increased runoff from impervious areas. Urban design with incorporated 

nature-based solutions, in Australia known as water sensitive urban design (WSUD), such as rain 

gardens, constructed wetlands and bioswales, has been implemented in the US (low impact 

development – LID) and Europe (sustainable urban drainage systems – SUDS) (Fletcher et al., 2014). 

Also in Asia there is an increasing interest in similar approaches, as evident from Malaysia (e.g. Liew 

et al., 2014; Quan et al., 2014), the “sponge city” project in China (MUHORD, 2014) and the ABC 

Waters programme in Singapore (PUB, 2018).  

Less has been published about the uptake of WSUD in the developing world context of Indonesia. 

However, cities in Indonesia, including the greater Jakarta region, suffer from increasingly frequent 

and severe flooding as well as waterway degradation because of ongoing urban development and 

increased imperviousness (Padawangi and Douglass, 2015). Nature-based solutions are well-

positioned to manage these growing challenges in Indonesian cities (e.g. Putra and Ridwan, 2016).  

WSUD planning and the use of Planning Support Systems 

Western nations have had over two decades of experience with planning for WSUD; yet strategic 

approaches to WSUD implementation remain largely absent, resulting in ad-hoc placement of 

infrastructure (see e.g. Eckart et al., 2017; Kuller et al., 2018a). Appropriate planning is critical, as 

we are unlikely to capitalise on the multiple benefits (i.e. ecosystem services, water quality, flood 

protection) associated with WSUD without its strategic siting. This can also potentially result in failed 

infrastructure. To support planning processes, Planning Support Systems (PSS) have been developed 

explicitly to assist urban planners with improving their decision-making process and outcomes 

(Klosterman, 1997). Indeed, a plethora of PSS were developed to this end (Kuller et al., 2017; Lerer 

et al., 2015), ranging from high-level visioning (e.g. the societal transitions workbench by De Haan 
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et al. (2011)) to detailed WSUD design tools (e.g. MUSIC by eWater (2011)). Despite the identified 

need for and promotion of PSS in academic literature (e.g. Geertman and Stillwell, 2012; Klosterman, 

1997; te Brömmelstroet, 2013), their application in urban planning practice remains limited.  

Academic scholarship on WSUD planning and PSS has focussed mainly on a developed-world 

context. However, developing contexts present a promising environment for sustainable 

developments such as WSUD, for their urban infrastructure is still largely undeveloped (UN-

HABITAT, 2016). Thus, in the absence of a ‘lock-in’ into unsustainable practices of grey 

infrastructure that many developed cities currently face, developing cities have the potential to 

‘leapfrog’ towards more sustainable practices such as WSUD (e.g. Barron et al., 2017; Binz et al., 

2012; Poustie et al., 2016). The potential of nature-based solutions in developing cities has been 

suggested in literature (Mguni et al., 2016), and interest in WSUD is emerging in countries such as 

South Africa and Indonesia  (e.g. Armitage et al., 2013; Faradilla, 2017; Lottering et al., 2015). 

Improved planning support is called for to support this growing interest.  Only few studies have 

focussed on development and application of PSS for sustainable urban water management in 

developing contexts (e.g. Galvis et al., 2014; Montangero and Belevi, 2008; Poustie and Deletic, 

2014). Urban planning in developing countries differs in a number of aspects, including processes, 

social structures, institutional capacity, data availability and quality and human as well as monetary 

resources (Armitage, 2011; Fisher-Jeffes et al., 2012; Mguni et al., 2016). As such, the effects of 

these aspects on transferability of PSS for WSUD planning remain largely unknown.  

SSANTO: A planning support tool for WSUD implementation 

Spatial Suitability ANalysis TOol (SSANTO) is a PSS aimed to support urban planners to take a more 

strategic approach to WSUD implementation (Kuller et al., under review). SSANTO was developed 

for application across different contexts. It focussing specifically on application in Australia and 

Indonesia, utilising Australian experience to assist leapfrogging of Indonesian practice (see also: 

Barron et al., 2017). SSANTO allows rigorous and spatially explicit analysis of opportunities as well 
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as needs for the implantation of WSUD in a selected area of interest. To date, it is the tool that mimics 

closest the in-depth multi-faceted and multi-criteria decision-making process surrounding the 

implementation and suitability of WSUD.  

SSANTO uses Geo-Information Systems (GIS) based Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), a 

process that normally requires significant investment of time and expertise. SSANTO follows a 4-

step process of GIS-MCDA (Figure 1): 

1. Compiling geodatabase: gathering and pre-processing all relevant spatial data; 

2. Masking: removing all areas from the analysis where WSUD implementation is constrained; 

3. Value scaling: translating raw data into suitability values for each criterion; and 

4. Combining: overlaying all datasets based on user-defined criteria. 

During each step, the user is asked for inputs, including user-defined weighting of criteria (step 4). 

Until now, the applicability and capacity of SSANTO was only studied in an Australian context 

(Kuller et al., under review; Kuller et al., 2018b). SSANTO’s simple interface is integrated in the 

widely used ArcMap software, for use by experts and lay people (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 11 Workflow of SSANTO with user inputs for each of 4 steps (adapted from Kuller et al., for submission) 
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Figure 12 User interface of SSANTO in the ArcMap environment showing the output of the opportunities assessment for 

Melbourne City Council. Red lining: SSANTO’s toolbar and results dropdown menu. Black lining: pop-up window for criteria 

weighting. 

Research aim 

This study explores the tacit experiences of urban planning professionals in Indonesia to understand: 

(i) the level of use, if any, of existing PSS and (ii) to what extent a proposed PSS might be useful in 

day-to-day decision-making processes. Practitioners’ perceptions and knowledge were elicited using 

in-depth semi-structured interviews and workshops. Thus, the study responds to the paucity of 

academic insights regarding WSUD planning and PSS uptake in a developing context. For the first 

time, this study seeks to systematic gain insight into planning practice and the current and potential 

role for PSS in Indonesia. Such knowledge could assist in the ambition to leapfrog towards more 

sustainable practices by promoting greater and more strategic uptake of WSUD practices in urban 

areas in developing contexts.  
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2. Research approach 

2.1 Methodology 

This work involved unpacking the core roles and responsibilities for urban planning in Bogor, West 

Java as the primary case-study location, supplemented by data from Surabaya, West Java. Bogor is 

densely urbanised and increasingly suffers from pluvial flooding (e.g. Ramdhan et al., 2018) and 

water quality issues (Padawangi and Douglass, 2015). Public disturbance resulting from urban floods 

and deteriorating water quality combined with an ambition for higher levels of urban green space 

have led to a recent increase in interest for the implementation of WSUD (e.g. Putra and Ridwan, 

2016; Ramdhan et al., 2018). The drive towards sustainable management of urban water systems is 

reflected in the selection of Bogor as one of the main study locations for a greater research 

collaboration known as the ‘Urban Water Cluster’, funded and coordinated by the Australia-Indonesia 

Centre (AIC). The program involves three Australian and three Indonesian universities, as well as 

industry partners from government and the private sector. As part of this research project, this study 

leverages on this network connecting professionals involved in the urban water and urban planning 

sectors.  

To elicit practitioner tacit experiences and to generate a deeper understanding of contemporary 

planning practices the research was undertaken over two key stages (Table 1). The first stage involved 

semi-structured, in-depth interviews with 14 practitioners directly involved in urban planning and 

management, including government officials, planning consultants and academics. Interviews were 

conducted by the lead author either in English, or with the help of a simultaneous translator in Bahasa 

Indonesia, depending on the interviewees’ preference. Interviewees were asked a series of questions 

related to their experiences of the current planning system and broadened to inquire about whether 

PSS were currently being used or considered for future use. Further questions addressed key 

challenges and opportunities to advance PSS uptake. Stage two involved workshops where SSANTO 

was showcased, and its utility outlined. This was done through a step-by-step live demonstration of 
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the software. The demonstration was followed by a series of questions collated in a questionnaire, 

whereby practitioners and students were able to provide feedback on the presented tool, and potential 

opportunities or constraints regarding adopting such a tool in their planning context. 

Table 4 Summary of qualitative research design, stages of research, stakeholder involvement and key research topics 

 Who? How many? Research topics 
Stage 1: 
Interviews 

Government officials, 
academics and planning 
consultants 

10 interviews of 14 
professionals (Bogor: 
12, Surabaya: 2) 

Current planning practices, strengths 
and weaknesses, role of PSS 

Stage 2: 
Workshops 

Government officials, 
academics, planning 
consultants and students 

28 professionals and 
students from 2 
workshops. 16 
questionnaires returned 

Demonstration of tool and discussion 
of the potential of such tool, specific 
aspects of the tool and potential barriers 
for uptake in Indonesian context. 

 

For analysis, all Indonesian recordings of interviews were transcribed and translated to English by an 

independent professional service. The answers to interview questions were coded and then grouped 

into emerging themes across the interviews following an iterative analysis process. A similar 

approach was taken for the analysis of the questionnaires, first translating the answers into English 

and grouping them into emerging themes where relevant.  

2.2 Case study description 

Bogor is one of five urban centres in the greater Jakarta urban agglomeration known as Jabodetabek, 

furthest away from Jakarta city centre in West Java, Indonesia. In the most recent national census, 

Bogor’s population was just under 1 million (BPS, 2010). The densely populated city is located about 

50km south of Jakarta city centre (Figure 3). Situated in the tropical rainforest climate zone, Bogor 

experiences very high rainfall up to 5,000 mm/year and is prone to flooding (Pravitasari et al., 2014). 

Two main rivers, Cisadane and Ciliwung, flow across Bogor on either side of the city centre. Both 

rivers pass through greater Jakarta before entering the ocean. The application of WSUD for urban 

water management is a relatively new phenomenon in Bogor and, particularly, its potential for flood 

management has been recognised (e.g. Putra and Ridwan, 2016). Recent and future high-end urban 
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developments are adopting WSUD principles and infrastructure in their urban design (e.g. BAPPEDA 

Cibinong, 2016; Faradilla, 2017). 

 

Figure 3 Geographic situation of the case-study area. Sources: Java: Esri, HERE, DeLorne, MapmyIndia, Open StreetMap 
contributors and the GIS user community. Jabodetabek: adapted from Pribadi and Pauleit (2015). 

 

3. Urban planning and WSUD implementation in Indonesia 

3.1 Organisation of urban planning 

A formal structure for urban planning is a recent phenomenon in Indonesia. Figure 4 gives an 

overview of the main components of urban planning as inferred from the interviews. Although cities 

such as Surabaya have had master plans dating back to as early as the 70’s (e.g. Surabaya City 
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Government, 2016), the first national planning law came into force in 1992. The most recent planning 

law (i.e. Law 26) dates from 2007 and introduces the requirement for zoning. On a national level, 

Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan Nasional (BAPPENAS) is responsible for urban planning and 

policy making. Since 2004, municipal planning authorities (i.e. Badan Perencana Pembangunan 

Daerah - BAPPEDA) are formally placed at the centre of the planning. BAPPEDA is responsible for 

the implementation of Law 26 and other relevant national laws, through the production of short-, 

medium- and long term (master) plans. Drafting of these plans is generally conducted by planning 

consultants, guided and pending approval from BAPPEDA as well as the senate in the case of master 

plans. These plans form the context in which developers and other private actors can shape the city. 

From the interviews, no formal role for the provincial government was inferred. An absence of 

involvement on a regional scale, such as the provincial scale, may lead to problems with strategic 

alignment of planning between municipalities. Such alignment can be important for catchment-scale 

water management.   

Instrumental to the promotion of green infrastructure, this law contains a regulation on the provision 

of urban green space, known as the 30-20-10 rule. This regulation prescribes cities to provide their 

inhabitants with 30% green open space, of which 20% in public, and 10% in private areas. Further 

relevant regulations for developments include regulations on maximum impervious space, peak 

runoff and water quality as well as the requirement for public participation during all phases of the 

planning process, through so called ‘focus group discussions’.   
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Figure 4 Overview of the organisation of spatial planning in Indonesia as derived from the interview data. 

 

3.2 Planning for success? 

The increasing formalisation and regulation of urban planning is generally perceived as an 

improvement. In particular, the fact that a single organisation (BAPPEDA) is responsible for the 

entire process was regarded to strengthen the coordination and collaboration between relevant 

stakeholders, as illustrated by the following quote from a planning consultant: “What is good is the 

coordination between stakeholders. Local government has full authority in their municipality to 

decide. So, if the central government says build the road here, if the local government doesn’t want 

it, it goes as they want. So coordination between stakeholders is quite good.” 
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However, a lot of criticism was expressed by practitioners as well. Despite the top-down organisation, 

targets for on-site stormwater retention and green open space are not being met (Bogor only has 13% 

of green open space, while Surabaya performs better at 22%). Although the formalised collaboration 

was deemed positive, the practice of the FDG’s leaves room for improvement. Several interviewees 

note that involvement of stakeholders was limited, centred around governmental actors and lacking 

the representation of local communities. Especially for private development, the involvement of 

stakeholders is normally at a minimum and public consultation absent. Advancement of urban water 

management requires a holistic vision and approach of the urban water systems, however, “it’s 

[urban planning] egocentric, agencies have their own ego. It is hard to combine. We’re talking about 

the budget, that is planned by national and local level. It is all about money and political will.” 

(academic respondent). This attitude from agencies is further reflected in the lack of data sharing, as 

noted by several professionals: “For example, you have data from different sources, they tend to have 

constraints sharing it all in one database. Because of bureaucracy, mentality.”  (urban planning 

professional). A lack of coordination is a real threat to strategic WSUD planning, which is 

interdisciplinary by nature.  

National regulation prescribes planning documents to be drafted by non-governmental parties, such 

as engineering consultancies. In practice, conceptualisation and even the organisation of focus group 

discussions are conducted by consultancies. Both academic as well as governmental respondents 

pointed to the lack of capacity and skill at governmental level (BAPPEDA) that resulted from this 

policy. This was perceived to compromise public interest as well as to be unnecessarily costly. Local 

government therefore relies on the capacities of consultants and developers in terms of integrated 

urban water management. Although governmental respondents indicated their interest in upskilling 

themselves and the organisation, this was hindered by the national regulation as well as a lack of 

resources. One government official noted that “…if we need training, they think we don’t need to. 

Even if by doing so it would push us in the right direction. […] When the regulation budget proposal 
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comes out, there’s nothing left for us to get training.” (government official). As integration of WSUD 

in developments often incurs extra costs, its implementation by the private sector can be 

compromised. Plans for public development of green infrastructure are often halted due to high land 

prices and insufficient funds. Instead, as one academic respondent highlighted, “Economy always 

wins over ecology. But in my opinion that is not good. In Bogor, there are many shopping malls, CBD 

[central business district] always gets bigger and bigger. But it comes at the cost of degrading 

farmland and degrading green space.” (academic respondent). 

The most frequently mentioned barrier to strategic urban planning was the limited access to good 

quality spatial data: “Data availability is a problem. In developed countries they are using big data 

in planning. This is a weakness in our process. Data driven policy making is very weak” (planning 

consultant). Several causes for this drawback were identified including dispersed sources of data and 

limited sharing between stakeholders, the absence of a centrally coordinated shared data platform and 

a lack of resources for data collection. Data availability varies between cities, as a significant amount 

of spatial data was available for Surabaya, part of which is publicly accessible through an online 

platform (BAPPEDA Surabaya, 2018). Respondents from Bogor emphasised the need for such a 

platform, as spatial data availability was very limited. The lack of data often leads to lengthy process 

of drafting urban plans, caused by the need for local data collection. This is highlighted by one 

planning consultant: “That’s what makes one year an insufficient amount of time, […] data should 

already be provided […], for example the map of geology data should be at the geology office.”. 

Finally, illegal development from both formal (developers) and informal (slums) sectors create a 

discrepancy between well-defined urban plans and physical reality. Occasionally mentioned in the 

interviews, the informal settlements and high-end urban developments regularly take place within 

riparian zones, where urban development is officially prohibited. Such tendencies, which are 

extensively described by the academic scholarship, seriously jeopardise sustainable urban water 

management and put residents in constant danger of floods in Indonesian cities (e.g. Vollmer and 
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Grêt-Regamey, 2013) as well as developing cities around the world (e.g. Kundzewicz and 

Schellnhuber, 2004; Tanner et al., 2009).  

3.3 The role of PSS 

Government’s constrained capacity and resources are also reflected in the use of tools and models, 

which is mostly limited to academia, for research purposes, and consultancy, for urban planning. The 

local planning agency (BAPPEDA) and other government representatives would require, as part of 

an urban planning task commissioned to an engineering consultancy, specific tool and model outputs 

to be part of the planning report. The production of such outputs is often prescribed by national policy. 

Mostly in hard-copy format, government officials indicated they were able to interpret these outputs, 

but unable to ‘play around’ with them independently from the organisation who produced them.  

Participants from academia and consultancies reported a widespread familiarity and application of 

spatial and design software. Most commonly mentioned were ArcMap (Esri, 2018) and AutoCAD 

(Autodesk, 2018), but also open-source counterparts such as QGIS (QGIS, 2018) and SketchUp 

(Trimble, 2018). Furthermore, statistical tools such as SPSS are widely applied, while the use of 

economic tools such as Cost-Benefit Analysis is reported to a lesser degree. Advanced urban planning 

tools and methodologies such as SUSTAIN-EPA (Lee et al., 2012) and manual suitability analysis 

using GIS-MCDA were only applied in academia. To date, such methodologies do not seem to be 

applied in real-world planning practice. Similarly, the use of hydrological and hydraulic tools used 

for urban water management, such as SWMM (Rossman, 2010), are strictly limited to academia.  

When asked for the most important considerations for the adoption of tools and models, practitioners 

put most emphasis on the data requirements and the extent to which tools and models are flexible to 

application for their specific purposes (Table 2). Furthermore, user-friendliness and the type and 

quality of the output were deemed important factors. Especially spatial outputs in the shape of maps 

were considered helpful in the planning process. Transparency and cost appeared to be less of a 
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decisive factor in tool application. Such findings are in line with an earlier study undertaken in 

different planning contexts (Kuller et al., 2018b). Contrary to earlier findings however, whether or 

not tools were an industry convention did not seem to play a role for our Indonesian planning 

professionals. Respondents seemed eager to try novel and innovative methodologies that are not (yet) 

commonly used around the world.  

4. Potential and evaluation of SSANTO: a GIS-MCDA approach 

In this section, the applicability of a GIS-MCDA tool (SSANTO) is tested, in response to the second 

objective of this study. Practitioners’ opinions were elicited using questionnaires during a workshop 

setting, where SSANTO was demonstrated. 

After demonstration, SSANTO was met with enthusiasm from workshop participants. The processing 

steps to be followed by the user to produce SSANTO’s outputs were intuitive enough to warrant a 

majority of workshop participants (9/15) confident enough to use the tool already after a brief 

demonstration. Its ArcMap environment was familiar to nearly all participants, who indicated that the 

built-in support was clear and helpful. The only improvement suggested to the interface was language, 

as SSANTO is currently only available in English.  

A great majority (13/16) of questionnaire respondents indicated that SSANTO would be a welcome 

addition to planning practice and that they would use it if available to them. One government official 

wrote: “Yes, because it [SSANTO] increases knowledge and provides ease to the planning from a 

spatial angle.”. Most practitioners (7/10) explained that manual GIS-MCDA techniques are already 

applied in practice, either by simply overlaying maps or more sophisticated methodologies including 

analytical hierarchy process: “Similar [process], but very manual. By overlaying all the data needed 

using simple GIS tools” (planning consultant). These respondents indicated that SSANTO would 

significantly improve this process in terms of time invested, rigour and output quality: “Yes it 

[suitability analysis] can be easier with this tool. Because the [SSANTO’s] design and operational 
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processes are simpler.” (government official). The eagerness to try novel and innovative 

methodologies, that spoke from the interviews, appears to form fertile ground for the uptake of 

SSANTO, in particular if the software is free and open source.  

 

Respondents indicated they would need a tool such as SSANTO anywhere between two to ten times 

a year. Consultants, government officials, academics and students all indicated they were interested 

in applying SSANTO. When asked to whom the tool would be of greatest benefit, however, most 

participants pointed to the local planning authority, BAPPEDA. This seems counter intuitive 

considering the bulk of executive planning tasks are currently conducted by consultancies. However, 

SSANTO may be well-positioned for application within governmental organisations for two reasons: 

Firstly, there is an eagerness among government staff to build the executive planning capacity of their 

organisation, of which the absence was perceived problematic by interview respondents. Secondly, 

its simple stepwise methodology enables time and resource restrained organisations to conduct 

rigorous GIS-MCDA without the need for highly skilled staff. 

Workshop participants were asked their opinion on strengths and weaknesses of SSANTO. Table 2 

compares their answers to the considerations for tool adoption, that resulted from the interviews. Most 

frequently mentioned strengths were the usefulness (fit-for-purpose) of its core functionality for the 

planning process and its user-friendly interface and process, as summarised by a government 

respondent: “Easy to operate, makes work easier”. The method was considered innovative and map-

based tool outputs were appreciated for their capacity to support planning: “Displays maps that are 

easy to understand” (government official). Most respondents were realistic about the reliability of 

the outputs, as they recognised the importance of quality input data to generate reliable output maps. 

Evidence from earlier studies suggests that the level of complexity is an important, yet delicate aspect 

of a tool’s successful uptake (e.g. Gibson et al., 2017; Kuller et al., 2018b). While highly complex 

tools are considered cumbersome and difficult to use, low complexity may render meaningless 
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outputs. SSANTO was considered well-balanced, scoring a mean of 4.5 on a scale from 1 (too 

simplistic therefore meaningless) to 7 (too complex and therefore useless), where 4 is the optimum.  

Table 5 Practitioners’ considerations for the uptake of tools and models, their perceived importance from interviews, and the 
performance of SSANTO derived from workshop results 

Issue Perceived 
importance 

SSANTO score 

Data needs High ☹ 
User friendliness High 😊 
Fit-for-purpose High 😊 
Output type and quality Medium 😊 
Transparency Medium N/A 
Cost Medium free: 😊  

cheap: 😐 

expensive: ☹ 
Innovative Medium 😊 
Industry convention Low 😊 
Level of complexity N/A 😊 
Weight assignment N/A practitioners: ☹ 

students: 😊 

 

While SSANTO scored well on most aspects that were regarded as important by interviewees, there 

is one important barrier its uptake: data availability. In the interviews, respondents concluded that the 

most important consideration for uptake of tools was the need for, and availability of data. Workshop 

results, as well as the lead author’s own experiences in Bogor, suggest that the availability and quality 

of spatial and other data is limited. Articulated by a consultant, SSANTO is “Very data-dependent, 

since the availability of detailed secondary data in Indonesia is very limited”. In Surabaya, where 

spatial data is more abundant and partly publicly available, this barrier could prove to be lower. A 

relatively data-scarce environment such as Bogor can benefit from harnessing open source data 

platforms such as OpenStreetMap (www.openstreetmap.org), Google Earth 

(www.google.com/earth), as well as proprietary satellite data such as those from LANDSAT, 

available through the U.S. Geological Survey (https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov). The future 

development of SSANTO will include its migration into an online platform, which will enable easy 

integration of such online data resources. 
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Although data availability can limit the usefulness of a tool such as SSANTO, the availability of a 

PSS that is considered to contribute a valuable addition the planning process can also serve as an 

incentive for better data collection and sharing. Better contextual knowledge, as derived from better 

data, is considered to benefit the planning process. As such, the role of PSS as a catalyst of data 

collection might be at least as important as their role in planning support in developing contexts.  

Besides the availability of data, the significant amount of data needs gave some respondents the 

perception that the tool was heavy and required significant computational power. Despite this 

perception, SSANTO is easy to run on any device that can run ArcMap and doesn’t need computation 

power exceeding that of an average personal computer.  

 

Interestingly, planning professionals seemed highly uncomfortable with performing weight 

assignment, which is part of MCDA. This is illustrated by a government official who noted that “In 

the weighting I think it won’t be accurate, because each person has different opinions.”. Most felt 

that they were not in the position to make this judgement, but that this should be done using expert 

opinion. Who this expert should be, other than themselves, remained unclear. As local professionals 

involved in the day-to-day planning and decision-making in their municipality, our workshop 

participants arguably are well-positioned as experts for weight assignment. The apparent lack of 

confidence in their own expertise may be a product of the highly hierarchical nature of organisations 

and work-relations in Indonesia (e.g. Claramita et al., 2013). The lack of training and capacity-

building of local government staff could amplify this paucity. Alternatively, the discomfort with 

weighting may result from a misinterpretation of the function of weighting, and the concept of 

MCDA. As such, it highlights the need for clear communication and manual accompany 

implementation of SSANTO. Such communication should include the fact that SSANTO is not an 

objective decision-making tool, but rather a decision support tool and the final decision-making 

remains at the discretion and judgement of the decision-maker. Notable was the difference between 
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student respondents and professionals, as the former seemed to have no reservation towards weight 

assignment. Perhaps this speaks to a cultural origin that is slowly changing and is not as prominently 

expressed among the younger generation, or the absence of the burden of responsibility that senior 

decision-makers face.  

 

Judging from the interviews, costs only seemed to play a moderate role in the decision to adopt a tool. 

However, when workshop participants were asked to indicate whether they would use SSANTO when 

it was ‘free’, ‘cheap’ or ‘expensive’, the likelihood of adoption was greatly reduced, even if the cost 

was ‘cheap’. Thus, there may be a discrepancy between stated importance of costs and the 

willingness-to-pay in practice. These findings suggest that free and open source software has the 

greatest potential in the developing world context of Indonesia, which is faced with relatively 

constrained budgets of governmental organisations.  

 

5. Conclusion 

Developing countries have been recognised for their potential to ‘leapfrog’ towards more sustainable 

environmental management practices such as urban water management, because of the absence of the 

technological lock-in common to many developed nations. Green infrastructure recently emerged for 

stormwater management in Indonesian cities. Such management practices require strategic planning 

for communities to enjoy their multiple benefits. For the first time, this paper systematically explores 

current planning practices, the role of tools and models and the applicability of a specific strategic 

planning support tool (SSANTO) for the Indonesian urban context. It draws on the tacit knowledge 

and experiences from planning practitioners in Bogor and Surabaya.  

Although practitioners acknowledged that urban planning developed a lot over the past decades, they 

point to a number of important shortcomings. While the organisation of urban planning promotes 

collaboration among governmental stakeholders, as well as between government and a broader set of 
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actors, actual collaboration was perceived to be insufficient.  In a system where the executive part of 

planning is primarily conducted by consultancy firms, practitioners recognised the inadequate 

capacity and resources in government. But perhaps the greatest barrier to strategic planning is the 

lack of high quality spatial data. While in many cases datasets simply do not exist, their accessibility 

is low when they do exist, as data sharing practices are largely non-existent.  

As WSUD practices are introduced, strategic planning processes are needed to guide their 

implementation. PSS can play a crucial role to improve strategic planning of WSUD assets. Although 

some PSS are currently being used, they are limited to consultants and academia. Important 

considerations for PSS adoption are input data needs, their ability to respond to specific needs in the 

planning process and user-friendliness.  

For the first time, a spatial MCDA method called SSANTO was tested in a developing context. 

Indonesian practice was shown to provide opportunities for the application of tools such as SSANTO. 

Practitioners indicated to already use similar methodologies, albeit manually, and perceive a tool to 

enhance their current practices. SSANTO scored high on most considerations that were deemed 

important in the uptake of PSS in Indonesia, including SSANTO to be user-friendly and fit-for-

purpose. The tool was valued for its innovation, and the visual map-based outputs were deemed to 

provide strategic guidance in decision-making. In line with general shortcomings of urban planning 

in Indonesia, the greatest hurdle towards uptake of SSANTO is the availability of data. 

The willingness of practitioners to adopt novel and innovative approaches to urban planning in 

Indonesia warrants a potential for the uptake of tools such as SSANTO. Such a trend could enhance 

strategic planning, but also critically empower capacity- and resource-limited local governments in 

urban centres. To achieve the strategic planning needed to guide the ambition to leapfrog towards 

more sustainable water management practices, attention and investment should be geared towards the 
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collection and sharing of high-quality spatial data. Without such efforts, progress in urban planning 

and sustainable urban water management is unlikely to occur.  
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6.3 AUSTRALIAN VS INDONESIAN CONTEXT 

6.3.1 Planning process and context 

Urban planning is organised differently in every country, and even within countries there can be 

different laws, regulations and practices. At a high level, Australia and Indonesia have a similar 

structure of governance and planning, being democracies with a hierarchically organised 

government, including national, provincial/state and municipal levels. National laws set the 

boundaries for urban planning and development, while the executive responsibilities lay mostly 

with lower tiers of government. One of the most important instruments used to guide urban 

development in both countries is zoning (see also: 6.2. subsection 3), although Australia has a longer 

history with this practice (Gurran, 2011). Both countries have specific regulations to promote green 

space, reduce impervious areas and manage peak runoff quantity and quality.  

Important contrast in the planning process is the fact that Indonesian government is not involved in 

the execution of urban planning, as a result of national regulation against this. Therefore, all urban 

plans are effectively developed and drafted by the private sector, commissioned by BAPPEDA and 

approved by the senate (for master plans). Although in Australia, many parts of urban planning are 

often outsourced to private consultancies, the strict separation we see between commissioning and 

approval (government) and execution (private sector) of planning tasks is absent. As a result, 

governmental departments and agencies in Indonesia have much lower capacity than their 

Australian counterparts.  

Apart from the formal organisation of planning, preliminary findings of this study suggest that there 

are some differences in planning culture between Australia and Indonesia. Indonesia has a much 

shorter history of formalised urban planning (section 6.2) and experience is therefore lower than in 

Australia. This could be one cause of the observed discomfort of Indonesian planning practitioners 

with the manual weighting step that is part of SSANTO, a discomfort that was not observed among 

their Australian counterparts. Another cause may be the higher apparent importance of hierarchy 

in Indonesian organisations, illustrated by the delegates sent to focus group discussions and 

interviews held for this and other studies that were part of the overarching water cluster project of 

the Australia-Indonesia Centre. In the majority of cases, these delegates were the leaders of 
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departments, rather than the (lower ranked) experts on the topic at hand. This hierarchical culture 

is confirmed in a limited body of academic literature (e.g. Claramita et al., 2013). 

Probably the most important difference, however, is found in the planning context between the two 

countries. Both the urban fabric and the socio-economic composition of cities differ greatly. 

Residential areas tend to be much denser in Indonesia compared to Australia, and official and 

unofficial use of open spaces much higher. Green strips, sidewalks and parks are intensively used 

by small business (mainly food trucks) as well as residents to rest and socialise in. This intensive use 

of space has significant consequences for WSUD planning, as entry to green infrastructure such as 

rain gardens can result in damage and failure of these systems. Furthermore, differences in wealth 

between the countries impact on the reality of planning outcomes. Very low-income informal 

settlements as well as high-income illegal settlements are common features of the Indonesian 

context, and virtually non-existent in Australia. Therefore, the physical outcome of urban 

development follows urban plans to a lesser degree in the Indonesian context. Finally, the difference 

in quality and quantity of the available spatial data differs greatly. While the Australian government 

provides a wealth of data free of charge via online platforms, the scarce data available in Indonesia 

is often difficult to access. 

6.3.2 PSS use and requirements 

In both countries, consultancies and academia are familiar with using spatial PSS. Also, other types 

of tools are being used, although the diversity seems slightly higher in Australia. The greatest 

difference however, is the use of PSS by the government sector. As a result of the stringent rules 

around the execution of planning in Indonesia, the use of tools and models in government is 

practically non-existent. While government requires plans to contain AutoCAD designs and GIS 

maps, they only deal with the hard-copy outputs. In Australia, consultancy and academia generally 

are the most common users as well. However, local and state government usually have in-house GIS 

capacity and often use hydrological and economic tools. The difference in data availability between 

the countries may be another important cause of the discrepancy in PSS application.  

There are strong similarities in characteristics that are considered important in the decision to use 

tools and models. User-friendliness, data requirements and output types are among the most 

important considerations in both countries. Whether or not a tool is industry convention was an 

important consideration in Australia, but had little significance for Indonesian practitioners. 
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Indonesian government respondents placed more emphasis on novelty and innovation than their 

Australian counterparts, who appeared more conservative in this regard. This technological 

positivism could also explain the discomfort of workshop participants in Indonesia with user-

defined weighting. Their view seemed to be more deterministically focused, relying on a model to 

take a decision for them, rather than using a model to help them take the decision. Cost seemed to 

play a much bigger role in Indonesia, with the reported likelihood for using SSANTO decreasing 

significantly with increasing user fees.  

6.3.3 Transferability of SSANTO in Indonesia 

Different approaches to introducing SSANTO are called for as a result of the differences in planning 

and PSS use between Indonesia and Australia. For example, an ArcMap plugin is apt for the 

Indonesian context, where Esri software is universally used. In Australia, an online platform or 

standalone software is preferred, as GIS software use varies greatly between stakeholders. Open-

source software is more likely to gain ground in Indonesia, while Australian actors happily pay for 

proprietary software that suits their needs.  

No fundamental barriers to the uptake of SSANTO were identified in the Australian case. Contrarily, 

an important barrier currently complicates the wider uptake of SSANTO in Indonesia: availability 

of sufficient spatial data. Despite the flexibility of the suitability framework to substitute missing 

indicators, the current lack of data and data sharing prevents meaningful application of SSANTO. 

This issue extends beyond the application of SSANTO and affects the quality of urban planning in 

general. Indeed, this has been recognised to be one of the main barriers to planning in Indonesia and 

other developing countries alike (e.g. Kirono et al., 2014; Larson and Larson, 2007). Furthermore, 

one of the objectives of SSANTO is to empower government actors in particular, to make planning 

more strategic. Therefore, the current Indonesian regulation against execution of planning being 

done by government party’s forms another important barrier to a wider uptake of SSANTO.   

Once these barriers are overcome, the potential for adoption of SSANTO is expected to be high, 

provided it remains open source. Enthusiasm from stakeholders observed during workshop 

sessions, a willingness from government staff to develop their skills combined with a need to 

improve strategic planning, create a high receptivity for SSANTO. A clear user-manual which 

explains the rationale behind user-defined weighting is instrumental and will be required. 

Furthermore, alternatives to manual weight assignment, such as pre-programmed expert weighting 
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and entropy weighting, may further help the uptake in Indonesia. Furthermore, an online version 

of SSANTO would take away any issues with limited available computational power (even when 

the tool is currently relatively light) and help circumvent data sharing issues. 

6.4 FINAL REMARKS 

This chapter tested hypothesis H5: Planning support in the form of a GIS-MCDA is needed to 

improve the relatively young planning processes in Indonesia, but will be challenged by the 

difficulty to acquire quality input data. The organisation of present-day urban planning in Indonesia 

finds its origin in the 1970s. Incorporation of WSUD principles in urban planning is a very recent 

phenomenon in Bogor. It was found that GIS-MCDA has great perceived potential to aid planning 

in Bogor, similar to our findings for Melbourne. The greatest challenge for the uptake of SSANTO is 

the lack of available high-quality input data, in line with the hypothesis. Further research is needed 

to test the application of SSANTO in a data-scarce environment to see if meaningful outputs can be 

generated to support the planning and implementation of WSUD.  

The next and final chapter will revisit the main findings from this PhD and suggests several future 

research avenues. 
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CHAPTER 7  
CONCLUSION 

 

Het staat als een paal boven water 

“It stands, like a pole above water” 

 

 

--It is beyond all doubt-- 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this final chapter of the thesis, a synthesis of all the work is presented. The chapter starts with a 

review of all research outcomes that resulted from the testing of our hypotheses. Then, the strengths 

and weaknesses of the evidence are discussed. The implications of this work for planning practice 

and PSS development are reviewed, and an outline of proposed further work is presented at the 

end.  

7.2 RESEARCH OUTCOMES 

Preparation, development and testing of SSANTO, a PSS for WSUD planning, was described 

throughout this thesis. Testing of the hypotheses following the research questions as outlined in 

Chapter 2 resulted in a number of key outcomes. These outcomes all contribute to two overarching 

themes: (1) WSUD planning & support and (2) modelling WSUD suitability. The first theme relates 

to current processes of planning and the state of adoption of WSUD planning support, while the 

second theme relates to the development and assessment of SSANTO.  

7.2.1 WSUD planning & support 

PSS for urban water management are plentiful and diverse and WSUD planning can greatly benefit 

from their application. A critical review of tools and models resulted in a typology that organises 

existing PSS into three categories that vary in functionality from high level vision, strategy and 

conceptualisation to lower level planning, design and implementation. From high to low level, these 

tools include those that approach (1) WSUD as part of water governance, (2) WSUD as part of the 

urban form and (3) WSUD as part of the urban water cycle.  

Despite the existence of the PSS described above, the outcomes of WSUD planner in Melbourne can 

be described as ad-hoc and opportunistic. Two types of analysis were done during model 

preparation to confirm this finding: a spatial analysis of current distribution of WSUD systems in 

Melbourne and qualitative analysis of current planning processes.  

The spatial analysis uncovered that: 
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 WSUD placement was correlated with biophysical factors; 

 High occurrence of WSUD away from the city centre resulted in an overrepresentation of 

WSUD in communities of low socio-economic status, low environmental awareness and low 

sense of community; 

 While strong correlations existed between WSUD locations and socio-economic factors, these 

seemed to be an unintended result of the high occurrence away from the city centre; 

 Size of the WSUD system increases with the distance to city centre, where space is less 

constraining; 

 WSUD is strongly overrepresented in streetscapes, where systems can be implemented 

opportunistically during road renewal works.  

The ad-hoc and opportunistic planning apparent from the distribution of WSUD in Melbourne was 

confirmed by qualitative research, which further showed that: 

 More internal and external collaboration is needed from relevant organisations; 

 Planners face a difficulty to build a business case for WSUD; 

 Clear legislation and water strategies are needed; 

 PSS are recognised to support with some of the aforementioned issues, and their uptake is 

moderate; 

 Most ingredients for an ‘implementation gap’ are present in WSUD planning; 

 A number of issues need to be considered when developing new PSS including Relevance to 

current processes and practices of planning; user-friendliness of PSS and time required for 

training; simplicity, only adding complexity where strictly needed; and delivering ongoing 

support, enabling PSS to become industry convention. 

Such issues can only be addressed through meaningful engagement between developers and urban 

planning practitioners throughout PSS development.  
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7.2.2 Modelling WSUD suitability 

The key outcomes described in section 7.2.1 critically informed the development of SSANTO.  At the 

centre of SSANTO’s functionality lies a WSUD suitability framework developed as part of the 

current study. This framework defines suitability from two angles: WSUD needs a place 

(opportunities) and A place needs WSUD (needs). The holistic framework integrates biophysical, 

socio-economic and governance factors with ecosystem services to provide a comprehensive 

definition of spatial suitability. This definition implies that urban planners, faced with the task of 

implementing WSUD in their city, can approach the task from either or both two defined angles. It 

is up to everyone involved in the planning process to reach consensus on which angle(s) to choose 

and how to weigh different aspects of the urban context. In doing so, they consciously move away 

from ad-hoc practices as they start considering a broad set of relevant spatial data. The suitability 

framework is operationalised through measurable indicators for each criterion, specifically linked 

to the different types of WSUD infrastructure.  

Application of this framework was achieved through the development of SSANTO, a Python-based 

GIS-MCDA tool in the Esri environment of ArcMap. We were able to rapidly replicate the outcomes 

of a manual GIS-MCDA exercise conducted by an engineering consultancy, using SSANTO’s 

algorithms. Furthermore, application of SSANTO for a case-study in Melbourne demonstrated its 

capability to reflect outcomes of a manual prioritisation of sites for WSUD implementation. The 

generated results fitted the manual planning outcomes best for a scenario using a full set of criteria 

and entropy weighting.  

Qualitative testing of SSANTO in Bogor, Indonesia, suggested great potential for its application in 

this developing context. Receptiveness among local stakeholders was high, particularly among 

government stakeholders. SSANTO’s combination of simplicity and rigour was recognised for its 

aptitude to assist in assisting in an environment lacking of governmental planning actors which lack 

capacity and currently fully rely on private consultants for the execution of planning tasks. Major 

barrier to the uptake of SSANTO or any other PSS in Indonesia is the low availability of spatial data. 

Gathering high quality data should be the prime focus in this context to help urban planning become 

more strategic in the future.  
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7.3 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE EVIDENCE 

The process of developing SSANTO encompassed four distinct stages: (1) definition of suitability, 

(2) model preparation, (3) model building and (4) model testing. Strengths and weaknesses of the 

evidence are described for each of these development stages.  

An important strength of the overall research project is that the work was able to harness the 

interdisciplinary nature of the problem. SSANTO was developed using different academic 

approaches and guided by insights from across these disciplines including civil engineering, urban 

planning/architecture and social sciences. Such an interdisciplinary approach is critical, considering 

the inherently complex and multi-dimensional nature of WSUD planning and implementation.  

7.3.1 Definition of suitability 

Unlike many existing PSS, which have focussed on one aspect of suitability only (e.g. biophysical 

suitability), SSANTO adopts a holistic lens towards suitability as outlined in section 7.2.2. Thus, it 

enables urban planners to make conscious decisions about the trade-offs between aspects inherent 

to spatial planning. Although significant effort was invested to make this framework relevant for 

developing as well as developed urban contexts around the world, details of the framework may 

change depending on geographic location.  

As WSUD systems vary in terms of shape, size, function and operation, planning considerations are 

different for each WSUD type. One of the strengths of the suitability framework is that it is 

specifically aligned to a broad selection of WSUD types. While SSANTO implements the most 

important WSUD types, not all WSUD types from the suitability framework were included in 

SSANTO. However, SSANTO’s flexible architecture allows for easy integration of any new types of 

green infrastructure, decentralised wastewater management and even beyond urban water 

management.  

7.3.2 Model preparation 

We were fortunate to have access to a unique spatial database containing WSUD systems throughout 

metropolitan Melbourne from the Melbourne Water authority (Chapter 3). Although quite 

extensive, there were considerable data missing from this database, including existing systems, 

system sizes and exact locations. Significant effort was invested into infilling these data gaps by 
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cross-checking with councils, data cleaning and field analysis. Despite these efforts, we weren’t able 

to rectify all data issues. For example, we managed to reduce missing data on system sizes from 50% 

to below 10%. Remaining missing systems sizes had to be estimated using the information on 

comparable systems in comparable urban context. Furthermore, the spatial analysis is limited to one 

side of suitability: WSUD needs a place. However, some interesting results could be achieved by 

correlating WSUD locations with factors from A place needs WSUD.  

For the spatial analysis, suitable spatial correlation methods were limited. Therefore, other statistical 

analysis methods needed to be used. However, the validity of these methods for application to 

spatial analysis is unknown. For robustness, mix of three statistical methods were applied. All three 

methods yielded similar results, which speaks to the validity of the outcomes. Despite this, drawing 

causal relationships from such analyses is problematic. Therefore, planning process and 

considerations that drive WSUD placement were also investigated using qualitative methods 

(Chapter 4). 

This study has benefited from continuous and structured interaction with WSUD planning practice 

throughout the development of SSANTO, both in Australia (Chapter 4) as well as Indonesia 

(Chapter 6), using qualitative research methods. This responds to the hypothesis in literature that 

the key cause for the implementation gap is inadequate interaction between PSS developers and 

planning practitioners (e.g. te Brömmelstroet, 2013).  

This study is one of the few studies that empirically tests the hypothesised causes for the 

implementation gap (Chapter 4). Although conclusions can be drawn from the qualitative work 

regarding the potential existence of the implementation gap, this study has focussed only on 

planning practice in Melbourne. To generalise these findings, data gathering needs to be undertaken 

in other urban contexts around the world. Unfortunately, such data gathering fell outside the scope 

of this PhD.  

7.3.3 Model building 

The initiation of SSANTO’s development resulted from a deep understanding of the current PSS 

landscape for WSUD planning and the main gaps, provided by the critical review and typology of 

WSUD-PSS (Chapter 2). This knowledge was complemented by structured engagement with 

planning practice (Chapter 4), which confirmed SSANTO’s relevance to practice.  
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Models, by definition, are an abstract representation of reality. Therefore, model building is 

inevitably associated with making simplifications and assumptions. The most important 

simplifications and assumptions are related to model structure, data inputs and value scaling and 

are discussed in this section.  

Choices related to model structure include data structure, weight elicitation, aggregation methods 

and value scaling (separately discussed). All these choices impact on the final model outputs. 

SSANTO was designed using simple and transparent GIS-MCDA techniques, but allows for future 

addition of other techniques, if deemed to add to SSANTO’s structural validity.  

The key strength of SSANTO is in its ability to rapidly generate spatial suitability outputs using a 

broad set of criteria. Its conceptual simplicity makes the techniques understandable for lay-people, 

thus building trust in its outputs. The speed enables iterative modelling and scenario analysis, 

providing deep insights into spatial contexts and the impact of varying preferences. The extensive 

base of criteria adds to the rigour of the outputs. Weakness of such approach, however, is the high 

data requirements. Data gathering is a very lengthy process and is further complicated by the 

diverse nature of the data coming from scattered sources. To facilitate a straightforward process for 

the user, SSANTO was set-up for Melbourne with datasets pre-installed. Although comprehensive 

and diverse data were acquired to run SSANTO, certain datasets are still missing. For example, 

metropolitan-wide flood (risk) data is not currently part of SSANTO. For testing purposes, case-

specific flood maps were therefore used. 

Perhaps the most crucial step in the generation of suitability maps is value scaling. Each system type 

and criterion have a unique value scale, as suitability is highly context specific. Value scales were 

preferably determined using evidence-based information from academic and grey literature. 

Furthermore, two workshops were organised to elicit knowledge from experts, the outcomes of 

which are subsequently used for value scaling. However, for a limited number of cases, information 

was neither available in the literature, nor from experts. In such cases, value scales had to be 

estimated using the best available knowledge. Furthermore, there is currently no option for user-

defined value scales in SSANTO, which would allow decision-makers to include their preferences 

into the value scales.  

Suitability values, as a human construct, don’t inherently bear an absolute meaning. Rather, they are 

used to compare sites to each other. Comparing suitability values for different criteria can therefore 
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be somewhat problematic. For example, the interpretation of a suitability value of 100 (maximum) 

for ‘slope’ indicates slope is not limiting WSUD implementation in any way. A suitability value of 

100 for ‘irrigation demand’ indicates high vicinity to locations where irrigation water is used, such 

as sport fields. These different interpretations of data values are hard to compare on an absolute 

level. Especially with a large variety and quantity of criteria, as used by SSANTO, the meaning of 

the absolute value of suitability becomes somewhat diluted. However, relative importance of 

criteria, or how suitability 100 for ‘slope’ compares to 100 for ‘irrigation demand’, is determined by 

the user, providing them with control over the final impact of a criterion on suitability outcomes. 

Furthermore, the impact of each individual criterion on the final suitability can be reviewed for any 

given location using the ‘explain’ tool.  

Important tool design aspects that are a direct result of the engagement with practitioners include 

its spatially explicit outputs, simplicity of the process and speed. However, not all recommendations 

could be implemented in SSANTO. For example, the preference for stand-alone or open-source 

software among WSUD practitioners in Melbourne was welcomed, but not considered due to the 

time constraints of this PhD. SSANTO was developed within the Esri environment of ArcMap, 

which is the most widely used GIS software worldwide, and particularly in Indonesia. ArcMap was 

considered an efficient platform as it has all necessary libraries for spatial data processing, 

presentation and organisation. In line with the broader research context of this PhD, the candidate 

wanted to ensure transferability to developing contexts. Although SSANTO is easily adaptable, the 

migration of SSANTO into open-source spatial software such as QGIS, or development of a stand-

alone or online software package were outside the scope of this PhD. 

7.3.4 Model testing 

Direct model validation is problematic for SSANTO, as it deals with the abstract phenomenon 

‘suitability’, which is not objectively measurable in the field. Results of SSANTO thus cannot be 

compared to ‘real’ suitability. Therefore, validity testing was conducted by comparing to current 

practice used for spatial prioritisation for WSUD which is based on expert opinion (i.e. consultants 

are usually employed for decision-making without comprehensive modelling). Such studies are 

occasionally undertaken in Melbourne, usually commissioned by municipalities trying to improve 

strategic implementation of WSUD systems.  
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As discussed in section 7.3.3, most value scales were evidence based. For value scales without an 

evidence base in literature or expert knowledge, simple sensitivity analysis was conducted to check 

that changing value scales didn’t impact the tool’s outputs excessively. Deeper sensitivity analysis 

of the impact of varying value scales as well as weight assignment and combination techniques were 

not part of the scope of this PhD. However, the impact of including different sets of criteria, different 

weighting regimes and different system types was conducted as part of tool testing, and provided 

some insightful clues about sensitivity to inputs, methods and validity of outputs.  

One of the weakest points of the study is the fact that SSANTO was tested for the developed context 

of Melbourne. Although the original intention was for application in the developing context of Bogor 

or Surabaya as well, this was severely hampered by the lack of available, or accessible data. 

Especially for Bogor this proved to be a challenge, as several months of attempts by local partners 

did not result in the acquisition of a single dataset. Therefore, instead of testing the tool directly, the 

applicability of SSANTO was evaluated using tool demonstration workshops with planning 

practitioners in Bogor. These workshops have provided the best possible insights into the usefulness 

of, and barriers to SSANTO’s application in a developing context.  

7.4 RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS TO PRACTICE 

This section discusses how the above findings could be used to advance the organisation and 

substance of WSUD planning. It also includes a practical example of the application of the research 

outcomes for the Melbourne Water authority (this project was conducted by the global engineering 

consultancy firm Jacobs, with the candidate’s substantial involvement).  

7.4.1 Organisation of planning 

WSUD distribution was found to be very uneven and inequitable across metropolitan Melbourne. 

Depending on the decision-maker’s goals, better harmonisation can be accomplished through better 

coordination and collaboration between stakeholders and organisations from all involved 

geographies and jurisdictions. The use of PSS could assist collaborative efforts 
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A good example of this coordination and collaboration are the ‘Integrated Water Forums’ that were 

recently initiated by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning in Melbourne 

(DELWP, 2016). These forums bring together all actors from an entire urban catchment on a regular 

basis to build better and more integrated urban water strategies together. PSS can play a crucial role 

on such platforms by visualising ideas, communicating preferences and exploring scenarios. 

Furthermore, such platforms can be a vehicle for the engagement of PSS developers with practice to 

stimulate the creation of PSS that better connect to the needs of urban planners.  

SSANTO is particularly well-positioned for use in collaborative settings. By rapidly producing 

interactive and visual map-based outputs that depend on user preferences and insights, it facilitates 

group learning (Chapter 4). Iterative model runs by diverse stakeholders can uncover diverging 

insights and priorities and build deeper understanding of opportunities and needs. SSANTO’s 

ability to translate stakeholders’ priorities into concrete spatial outcomes enables meaningful 

interaction that lead to concrete planning outcomes. Furthermore, SSANTO can enhance the 

capacity of local government to conduct strategic planning, especially in developing contexts such 

as Indonesia.  

7.4.2 Substance of planning 

The findings of this work can directly impact on WSUD planning to create better strategies on a local 

level. The suitability framework gives explicit guidance how to include a wider pallet of 

considerations to decision-making. Beyond simply urging the incorporation of a wider array of 

criteria, the framework also guides planners with how to do this, by providing measurable indicators 

specific to the WSUD type under consideration. For data-poor situations, often encountered in 

developing countries such as Indonesia, this framework can serve as a starting point for data 

collection and the construction of a geo-database.  

Keeping a complete and up-to-date asset inventory is important for asset management, which was 

currently found to be a shortcoming. The inequitable distribution of WSUD in Melbourne can be 

reversed by using the outcomes of the spatial analysis that was part of the current study. More 

emphasis could be placed on those communities with high environmental awareness and high sense 

of community, inner-city communities that have so far been largely overlooked when it comes to 

WSUD implementation. 
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Although SSANTO is not an economic tool, it can provide better insight into the diverse benefits of 

WSUD in a visual format that is easy to understand (needs map). In doing so, we it provides at least 

part of the justification for investment in WSUD.  

7.4.3 Real-world application of the research outcomes 

The WSUD suitability framework that underpins SSANTO was applied in the ‘Feasibility of 

Stormwater Management Actions’ (FOSMA) project, undertaken with engineering consultant Jacobs 

for Melbourne Water. The aim of the project, proposed in May 2017, was to “develop a decision / 

planning support system to assess the technical feasibility and cost-effectiveness of various approaches to 

stormwater control in order to optimise investment in enhancing waterway health in Port Phillip Bay and 

Western Port as well as the social values that the waterways provide.” (Jacobs, 2017). As the timeline for 

the project delivery was very tight, Jacobs decided to collaborate with the candidate to use the 

WSUD suitability framework as the basis for this work.  

The suitability framework was adapted to the specific needs of the client, following discussion 

sessions during of workshops organised with key stakeholders in Melbourne. The resulting 

‘feasibility assessment framework’ and its associated database toolkit were the primary output of 

the work undertaken by the candidate and Jacobs. The toolkit has three components and is closely 

connected to another PSS used by Melbourne Water called the ‘Area of Interest’ tool (Figure 7-1). 
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Figure 7-1 Components of the FOSMA toolkit. Note that this schematic also illustrates how the FOSMA toolkit can 
be used in conjunction with the Areas of Interest tool. Source: Jacobs (2018) 
 

Most important part of the toolkit is the decision tree, which allows the user to choose a suitable 

management action for a given locale. The decision tree was based on the WSUD needs a place side 

of the WSUD suitability framework and is illustrated in Figure 7-2. Detailed information about the 

datasets included, management action considered, and recommendations made can be found in the 

FOSMA final report (Jacobs, 2018). This work was finalised in May 2018. 

The project benefited from the holistic nature of the suitability framework, by including a wide array 

of criteria for the decision tool. Even though these criteria are linked to a spatial database, Jacob’s 

tool lacks spatial explicitness and spatial modelling capabilities. Furthermore, it does not provide a 

user-friendly, logical interface, which was found to be so important for user uptake (Chapter 4). 
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Figure 7-2 Decision tree for identifying runoff management options at a site / sub-catchment. Source: Jacobs (2018) 
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7.5 FURTHER WORK 

SSANTO is part of an ongoing development process of refinement, extension and testing. 

Furthermore, insights into the processes and results of WSUD planning around the world are critical 

to improve strategic planning. Three avenues for future work are thus suggested: (1) WSUD 

planning practice, (2) Model improvement and (3) Model testing and application.  

7.5.1 WSUD planning practice 

The absence of strategic WSUD planning and the existence of an implementation gap are likely to 

occur in cities around the world, however, there is currently no empirical research to confirm this. 

Future research should focus on spatial- as well as qualitative analysis of WSUD planning in urban 

contexts of Europe, Asia and North America where WSUD planning has an established history like 

in Australia, such as Portland in the United States (Netusil et al., 2014). Furthermore, inclusion of 

additional correlation factors in the spatial analysis, especially from the A place needs WSUD 

perspective could create interesting insights.  

In addition to such extended spatial analysis, the results of SSANTO could be compared to current 

locations of WSUD. This would give us a more detailed insight in the performance of opportunistic 

planning practices in terms of strategic outcomes. Combining such desktop analysis with site visits 

to assess WSUD performance as well as social and contextual integration would add further rigour 

to this work.  

7.5.2   

The strengths and weaknesses discussed in section 7.3.3 give rise to a number of model 

improvements for future work. Firstly, despite the greatest efforts to collect all relevant data, there 

are still gaps in SSANTO’s database for Melbourne. Especially knowledge and data on suitability 

from an ecological perspective (category ‘habitat’), are needed. Authors who specialise in landscape 

ecology and urban design, such as Ahern (2013) and Forman (1995), have emphasised the 

importance of urban ecological networks, connectivity, redundancy and other design principles that 

can promote ecological diversity. SSANTO, as a raster-based MCDA analysis tool, is ill-equipped to 

support network analysis necessary for ecological design. Although spatial MCDA analysis can help 

to locate suitable locations for ecological development, the spatial cohesion is overlooked. Therefore, 
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SSANTO’s result should be linked to ecological models, or interpreted by experts in urban ecology 

to add such level of consideration.  

Leaving the core architecture intact, SSANTO’s general spatial analysis can be adapted to support 

any other spatial planning tasks. Urban examples include transport planning, site selection for 

infrastructure ranging from urban parks to schools. Rural examples include nature and ecological 

management, agricultural planning and site selection for infrastructures such as solar- and wind 

parks for electricity generation. The potential applications are endless, and only requires the 

implementation of tailored suitability frameworks and value scales. 

The functionality of SSANTO can be expanded to include an ‘optimisation mode’, which identifies 

the ‘top locations’ for the implementation of a specific WSUD system for a given preference set. The 

identification of such locations should not only depend on the highest ranking in terms of suitability 

score, but also consider amount of highly suitable uninterrupted space in relation to average size of 

the system type under assessment. Such an optimisation mode could further highlight the most 

significant contrasts between preferences. 

SSANTO’s GIS-MCDA techniques could be further expanded and refined in the future by adding 

non-additive and non-compensatory techniques such as ideal point methods (Zeleny, 1982) and 

outranking methods like ELECTRE (Brans and Vincke, 1985) and PROMETHEE (Benayoun et al., 

1966). Providing users with the option to choose between different approaches enables them to 

better reflect their preferences as well as to get a deeper understanding of the drivers behind 

suitability. Also, weight elicitation techniques can be expanded. Preference stability, consistency and 

reliability of methods has been shown to vary greatly depending on circumstances (Lienert et al., 

2016). Alternatives to the currently implemented ranking method may be preferred, such as SWING 

(e.g. Scholten et al., 2015). Finally, user defined value scales can be  included to tailor SSANTO 

further to the preferences and judgement of the decision-maker.  

SSANTO can be coupled to complementary PSS that assist with other aspects or stages of the 

planning process (e.g. water quality and hydrology), such as the highly used MUSIC (eWater, 2011) 

and SWMM (Rossman, 2010). Knowledge concerning the design of treatment trains and catchment-

wide WSUD layout strategies could be generated by coupling SSANTO to planning simulators such 

as UrbanBEATS (Bach, 2014). UrbanBEATS currently assumes suitable sites simply as areas 

classified as open space and considers stakeholder preferences towards the use of specific WSUD 
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technologies only. Outputs generated by SSANTO could significantly improve the representation of 

suitability in this model and better reflecting user preferences at the same time.  

A last model improvement suggestion would be migration to open-source GIS software or even 

development as a stand-alone tool would make SSANTO more widely accessible to people from 

different disciplinary backgrounds as well as enabling its use without ArcMap’s licensed software. 

Another possibility is the development of an online platform, that can be a vehicle for coupling and 

integration of SSANTO with other tools as discussed earlier in this section.  

7.5.3 Model testing and application 

SSANTO could benefit from an in-depth sensitivity analysis to test the impact of changing value 

scales, weight assignment and combination rules. Notable example for weight assignment is the case 

of entropy weighting and its impact on absolute suitability values. Entropy weighting reduces the 

impact of homogeneous datasets on the final output, which increases variation of suitability 

outcomes and thus increases the distinction between alternatives. Despite its capacity to increase the 

ability to make distinctions between locations, entropy weighting decreases the accuracy of absolute 

suitability. The extent and implications of this reduction in information could be tested using 

sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, sensitivity of cross-correlations between input criteria should be 

investigated, to optimise the selection of complementary criteria and avoid inclusion of criteria that 

do not add enough extra information.  

The validity of SSANTO can further be tested by repeating the comparison of its output to manual 

suitability analyses conducted for different case studies around the world, as this has currently only 

been conducted in Melbourne. Of particular interest would be testing tool application for contexts 

with limited data availability, such as developing contexts.  

Finally, the role and usefulness of SSANTO in WSUD planning could be tested using qualitative 

research methods. On a high level, SSANTO should be tested against the ‘seven sins of large scale 

models’ as identified by Lee Jr (1973) and referred to in Chapter 1.1.3, including its performance in 

terms of data availability, output relevance, transparency, flexibility and complexity. Application 

and reporting by practitioners in a real-life case study and testing of SSANTO in a workshop setting 

with diverse stakeholders from government, consultancies, utilities and water authorities will 

provide valuable information on tool usability and relevance. This type of qualitative study should 
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be repeated for case studies in both developed and developing world contexts, to ensure SSANTO’s 

wider applicability.  

7.6 FINAL REMARKS 

WSUD has great potential to increase resilience, preserve environmental quality and improve 

liveability of our cities, which are under increasing pressure of continuing urban growth and climate 

change. However, its reciprocal relationship with the physical and non-physical urban context 

necessitates highly strategic placement of WSUD. PSS are well positioned to provide the required 

assistance with urban planning. 

The present thesis examined current planning practices the role of PSS in Melbourne. It describes 

the development of a novel PSS for spatial suitability analysis called SSANTO. Insights that were 

gained on the limitations and needs of planning practices and PSS informed the design of SSANTO, 

which was applied for a Melbourne case-study and qualitatively tested in Bogor, Indonesia.  

Current planning of WSUD was found to be ad-hoc and opportunistic, resulting in unintended and 

sub-optimal outcomes. Spatial suitability tools were found highly capable to respond to these 

challenges, provided that they were fast, user friendly and simple yet thorough.  Such planning 

support was found to be unavailable to practitioners.  

SSANTO responds to the need for rapid and automated spatial suitability analysis. The tool was 

successful at simulating suitability and regarded intuitive and easy to use. Provided data availability 

is sufficient, it has the ability to improve strategic planning and optimise water quality, flood 

protection and amenity benefits derived from WSUD. 

Much work remains to be done both in academia and practice, to improve the implementation of 

WSUD worldwide. However, the present thesis provided important progress in the understanding 

of strategic planning as well as direct technical planning support through the development of 

SSANTO.  
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Het water loopt altijd naar de zee 

“Water always flows towards the sea” 

 

 

--The rich always get richer-- 
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APPENDIX A 

Introduction 

This appendix contains a non-first authored peer reviewed journal paper about the interdisciplinary 

research context of this PhD. 
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APPENDIX B 

Introduction 

This appendix contains the Human Ethics Certificate of Approval for our qualitative research 

conducted in Australia and Indonesia presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, respectively.  
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Human Ethics Certificate of Approval 
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APPENDIX C 

 

Introduction 

This appendix contains the interview protocol used for the qualitative research of Chapter 4.  

 

 

Interview protocol 

Time of interview:  

Date:  

Place:  

Interviewee:  

Position of Interviewee:  

Consent form and explanatory statement explained and signed:  

Brief explanation of the purpose and the research.  

Recording 

Theme 1: Planning processes 
1 What is your role in the organisation? What type of projects do you work on? (Are you 

in charge of WSUD/green space planning and implementation?) 
2 Please explain the planning process you follow for WSUD implementation. When you 

plan WSUD items, which are the things you consider and why?  
3 Problems in the planning process?  
4 What should be done/changed to improve the processes and outcomes?  

(justification, money, time, opportunism, collaboration, innovativeness, is it improving?) 
 

Theme 2: Tools and models to support planning 
5 What methods and tools do you use to aid your processes?  

(CBA, MCA, hydrological, water balance, spatial, spreadsheets?) 
6 Who decides to use PST(s)? (Own choice, superiors/other organisation, industry 

convention) 
7 When are they used? (communication/participation, decision-making, decision-support, 

conceptualisation, visioning, design, scenario analysis, story-telling) 
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8 Are there other parts of the process that PST could be helpful with? 
(communication/participation, decision-making, decision-support, conceptualisation, 
visioning, design, scenario analysis, story-telling) 

9 Could you name some good points about the PST you use? 
10 What do you not like about the PSTs that you use? Why are they not used more? 

 

Concluding questions 
11 Do you have any other comments? 
12 Could you give me names of other people you advise me to contact? 
13 Is it OK if I contact you in the future for clarification and verification of answers? 
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APPENDIX D 

Introduction 

This appendix contains the supplementary materials for the development and testing of SSANTO, 

as described in Chapter 5.  

 

Supplementary Materials 

Detailed methodology of priority site selection for precinct-scale systems 

The focus of E2DesignLab’s study, over 100 WSUD sites (polygon shapefile) were manually identified as 

opportunities to retrofit large scale WSUD assets. E2Designlab used their experience with planning of green 

stormwater infrastructure design combined with spatial analysis. The spatial assessment ‘masks’ unsuitable 

areas and identifies desirable areas based on assessment of land ownership, slope, proximity to drainage, 

catchment, available space, reuse opportunities, potential land use conflicts and the presence of existing 

systems. The study focussed solely on municipal or public land, so no sites were identified in private land. 

Once sites had been identified, they were ranked based on a preliminary assessment of project costs (capital 

and operational), treatment performance and alternative water use. The treatment and reuse potential of each 

site was estimated using unit model results. The highest priority sites were presented to a broad group of 

internal municipal stakeholders for review and refinement. This process resulted in a prioritised shortlist of 

sixty-eight (68) sites. The shortlisted sites were subjected to a detailed assessment which included estimates 

of treatment performance, storage size, reuse volume and reuse reliability from the Model for Urban 

Stormwater Improvement Conceptualisation (MUSIC) v6.2 (eWater 2011). The benefit cost ratio (BCR) for 

each site was calculated based on net present value (NPV) of potable water savings (benefit) and total nitrogen 

abatement (benefit) and lifecycle cost, including capital, operational/maintenance and renewal (cost). The 

sixty-eight (68) sites were prioritised based on their BCR (high BCR = high priority). In addition, qualitative 

data risk and opportunity was collected for each site based on consultation with the municipality and GIS 

mapping of landfill sites, cultural heritage, natural heritage, biodiversity, geological sites and flooding (1% 

AEP). The prioritisation led to selection of priority sites which progressed to concept or more detailed design. 
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Figure 3S Start window within ArcGIS, with on top in the middle the toolbar of the tool.  
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Figure 4S Close-up of the toolbar with the results drop-down. 

 

  

Figure 5S Wizard for criteria weighting, developed as a python toolbox.  
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Figure 4S Hypothetical example of piecewise linear value function as generated from 6 parameters (grey). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5S Output window of the “Explain” function, where the user can click anywhere on the map and the tool produces 
a numerical explanation of the reason behind the suitability score at the clicked location.  
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Table 6S Datasets in the geodatabase and their corresponding indicators.  

Indicator Dataset Data type Proxy Comments Source* 
Soil salinity Soil salinity Raster   VVG 
Storage 
capacity 

Groundwater 
table 

Raster   VVG 

Contaminatio
n 

Landfill Sites Features √ Only part of potentially 
contaminates soils 

Council 

Slope Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) 

Raster  Slope percentages are 
calculated from the 
DEM 

DELWP 

Rainfall Rain days Raster  The average number of 
days per year that the 
total rainfall exceeds 
1mm.  

BOM 

Topography 
(drainage 
channels) 

Surface water Features   Used to calculate 
distance to waterways. 

Melbourne 
Water 

Surface water Water bodies Features  Selected all features with 
an attribute related to 
surface water.  

DELWP 

Ecosystem 
structure 

Pre-European 
wetland structure 

Overlay  Wetland systems before 
they were altered by 
human intervention 

DELWP 

Education 
level 

Bachelor degrees Aggregated 
(census tract) 

√ PCA results show that 
percentage of 
population with a 
bachelor degree is the 
best proxy for education 
level (Kuller et al. 
Submitted). 

ABS 

Relative 
wealth 

SEIFA Aggregated 
(Census 
tract) 

  ABS 

Environmenta
l awareness 

Election results Aggregated 
(Electoral 
district) 

√ Percentage of 
population with “The 
Australian Greens” as 
their first preference 
vote. (Kuller et al. 
Submitted). 

VEC 

Sense of 
community 

Volunteers  Aggregated 
(Census 
tract) 

√ Percentage of 
population partaking in 
volunteering work. Can 
be used as a proxy 
(Torgler et al. 2012). 

ABS 

Building 
foundations 

Building 
footprints 

Features   DELWP 

Proximity to 
airports 

Airports Features  Proximity to airports is 
evaluated because of 
bird-plane collision risk.  

DELWP 

Road renewal Capital works 
program 

Overlay  Upcoming road renewal 
projects 

Council 

Utility 
infrastructure 

Easements Features  Electricity, gas and 
water mains 

DELWP 

Drainage 
infrastructure 

Drainage 
infrastructure 

Features  Rainwater sewer system ?? 
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Street width 
or type 

Street network Features  Spatial join between the 
street type from OSM 
with the street lines 
from VicRoads 

OSM, 
VicRoads 

Cultural 
Heritage 

Cultural Heritage 
Sites 

Overlay   HCV 

Geological 
Heritage 

Geological 
Heritage sites 

Overlay  Local, regional, state and 
national importance 

Council 
 

Natural 
Heritage 

Natural Heritage 
Sites 

Overlay  Local, regional, state and 
national importance 

Council 

Land value House price Aggregated 
(Suburb) 

 Median property sales 
by suburb 

DELWP 

Land 
ownership 

Cadastre Features  4 ownership types: 
public roads, public 
crown, private single 
owner, private multiple 
owners. Overlaid with 
public open space to get 
locally owned public 
land.  

DELWP 

Lot size Cadastre Features   DELWP 
Proximity to 
water demand 

POI (Points of 
Interest) 

Features √ As irrigation of grassy 
sports fields is the 
greatest irrigation 
demand, we use the 
distance to grassy sports 
fields as a proxy. Grassy 
sports fields were 
extracted from POI.  

DELWP 

Heat 
vulnerability 

Heat vulnerability Aggregated  
(Suburb) 

  (Loughnan 
et al. 2012)  

Connected 
impervious 
area 

Directly 
connected 
imperviousness 
(DCI) 

Aggregated 
(catchment) 

√ This metric is a proxy 
for environmental 
degradation and 
measures the percentage 
of the drainage area that 
is directly discharging 
into the urban stream 

Melbourne 
Water 

Total 
impervious 
area 

Sealed surfaces Aggregated 
(catchment) 

  Melbourne 
Water 

Current 
WSUD 

Surfaces currently 
treated by WSUD 

Aggregated 
(catchment) 

 Catchments from which 
water is treated by 
WSUD 

Melbourne 
Water and 
Council 

Floods Flood extents Raster  1/100 year 
underground/natural 
drain 

Council 

Visibility Land-use, POI Features, 
Features 

√ A combination of 
distance to POI (such as 
commercial zones, 
schools) and land uses 
(e.g. housing density). 

(Bach et al. 
2015), 
DELWP 

Greenery Tree density Aggregated  Density of woody 
vegetation in four 
categories: none, sparse, 
medium, dense.    

DELWP 
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Recreation Walkable green 
public open 
spaces 

Features √ Areas within 4 minutes 
walking to public open 
spaces 

VPA 

Social 
cohesion 

Volunteering  Aggregated 
(census tract) 

√  ABS 

*ASRIS: Australian Soil Resource Information System, CSIRO: Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
Organisation, VVG: Visualising Victoria’s Groundwater, DELWP: Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(Victoria State Government), BOM: Bureau of Meteorology, ABS: Australian Bureau of Statistics, VEC: Victorian 
Electoral Commission, OSM: Open Street Maps, HCV: Heritage Council Victoria, VPA: Victorian Planning Authority 
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Table 7S Value scales per WSUD type 

WSUD type Criterion Source* Mask 
Value Scales 

Min Max Mid Q1 Q2 Dir 
Rain 
gardens 

Slope [%] L[1] 15 4 15 - - - ↓ 
Distance to waterway [m] A 0 0 2397 143 38 421 ↓ 
Pre-human wetlands N/A Yes      ↑ 
(Distance to) landfill sites L[3] 0 0 1500 - - - ↑ 
Building footprints L[1] Yes Boolean ↓ 
Education level [%] D - Data dependent ↑ 
Environmental awareness 
[%] 

D 
- Data dependent ↑ 

Sense of Community [%] D - Data dependent ↑ 
Distance to drainage 
infrastructure 

L[4] 
- 0 200 - - - ↓ 

Utility infrastructure N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Street type (speed limit) 
[km/h] 

A 

- 

Void: 101, 10: 100, 15: 100, 20: 
100, 25: 100, 30: 100, 40: 100,      
50: 50, 60: 0, 70: 0, 80: 0, 90: 0, 

100: 0, 110: 0, <Null>: 100 

↓ 

Cultural Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Natural Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Geological Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Land value (median 
house price) [$] 

D 
- Data dependent ↑ 

Land ownership 
(categorical) 

P - Void: 50, Private individual: 25, 
Private multiple owners: 0, Public 
other: 50, Public roads: 100, Public 
crown: 75, Public municipal: 100, 
Public authority land: 100,  

Distance to grassy sports 
field [m] 

P 
- 0 ∞ 1000 - - ↓ 

Heat vulnerability 
(custom range) 

A - 1 10 - - - ↑ 

Effective imperviousness 
(DCI) [%] 

L[1] 
- -2 2 - - - ↑ 

   5 100 10 - - ↓ 
Total imperviousness [%] P - 0 100 20 - - ↑ 
Current WSUD (fraction) A - 0 1 0.25 - - ↓ 
Flood extents [cm] N/A - Boolean ↑ 
Visibility (distance to 
POI) [m] 

A - 0 300 - - - ↓ 

(land use type – 
categorical) 

P 

 

Void: 50, Education: 100, Floodway: 
0, Heavy industry: 25, High density 
residential: 75, High density trade: 
100, Health and community: 100, 
Light industry: 25, Low density 

residential: 25, Low density trade: 25, 
Medium density residential: 50, Mixed 

HDR and commercial: 100, Mixed 
trade and industry: 50, Offices: 75, 

Parks and gardens: 50, Reserves: 50, 
Road: 75, Services and utility: 25, 

Transport: 25, Unclassified: 0, 
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Undeveloped: 0, Very low density 
residential: 10 

Greenery (tree density - 
categorical) 

A 
- 

Void (no trees): 100, Scattered: 75, 
Medium: 50, Dense: 0 

Social cohesion 
(volunteering) [%] 

D - Data dependent ↓ 

Infiltration 
systems 

Slope [%] L[1] 10 0 10 - - - ↓ 
Groundwater table [m] L[1] 0.5 0.5 1.5 - - - ↑ 
Surface water N/A Yes      ↓ 
(Distance to) landfill sites L[3] 0 0 1500 - - - ↑ 
Building footprints 
(distance) [m] 

L[1] 
4 Boolean ↑ 

Education level [%] D - Data dependent ↑ 
Environmental awareness 
[%] 

D 
- Data dependent ↑ 

Sense of Community [%] D - Data dependent ↑ 
Distance to drainage 
infrastructure 

L[4] - 0 200 - - - ↓ 

Utility infrastructure N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Cultural Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Natural Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Geological Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Land ownership 
(categorical) 

P - Void: 50, Private individual: 25, 
Private multiple owners: 0, Public 
other: 50, Public roads: 100, Public 
crown: 75, Public municipal: 100, 
Public authority land: 100,  

Heat vulnerability 
(custom range) 

A 
- 1 10 - - - ↑ 

Effective imperviousness 
(DCI) [%] 

L[1] - -2 2 - - - ↑ 

   5 100 10 - - ↓ 
Total imperviousness [%] P - 0 100 20 - - ↑ 
Current WSUD (fraction) A - 0 1 0.25 - - ↓ 
Flood extents [cm] N/A - Boolean ↑ 
Visibility (distance to 
POI) [m] 

A 
- 0 300 - - - ↓ 

(land use type – 
categorical) 

P 

 

Void: 50, Education: 100, Floodway: 
0, Heavy industry: 25, High density 
residential: 75, High density trade: 
100, Health and community: 100, 
Light industry: 25, Low density 

residential: 25, Low density trade: 25, 
Medium density residential: 50, Mixed 

HDR and commercial: 100, Mixed 
trade and industry: 50, Offices: 75, 

Parks and gardens: 50, Reserves: 50, 
Road: 75, Services and utility: 25, 

Transport: 25, Unclassified: 0, 
Undeveloped: 0, Very low density 

residential: 10 
Greenery (tree density - 
categorical) 

A - Void (no trees): 100, Scattered: 75, 
Medium: 50, Dense: 0 

Green roofs Rain variability (rain days) A - 0 365 122 61 183 ↑ 
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Building footprints 
(distance) [m] 

L[1] Yes Boolean ↑ 

Education level [%] D - Data dependent ↑ 
Environmental awareness 
[%] 

D - Data dependent ↑ 

Distance to drainage 
infrastructure 

L[4] 
- 0 200 - - - ↓ 

Cultural heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Land value D - Data dependent ↑ 
Heat vulnerability 
(custom range) 

A 
- 1 10 - - - ↑ 

Effective imperviousness 
(DCI) [%] 

L[1] - -2 2 - - - ↑ 

   5 100 10 - - ↓ 
Total imperviousness [%] P - 0 100 20 - - ↑ 
Current WSUD (fraction) A - 0 1 0.25 - - ↓ 
Flood extents [cm] N/A - Boolean ↑ 
Visibility (distance to 
POI) [m] 

A 
- 0 300 - - - ↓ 

(land use type – 
categorical) 

P 

 

Void: 50, Education: 100, Floodway: 
0, Heavy industry: 25, High density 
residential: 75, High density trade: 
100, Health and community: 100, 
Light industry: 25, Low density 

residential: 25, Low density trade: 25, 
Medium density residential: 50, Mixed 

HDR and commercial: 100, Mixed 
trade and industry: 50, Offices: 75, 

Parks and gardens: 50, Reserves: 50, 
Road: 75, Services and utility: 25, 

Transport: 25, Unclassified: 0, 
Undeveloped: 0, Very low density 

residential: 10 
Greenery (tree density - 
categorical) 

A 
- 

Void (no trees): 100, Scattered: 75, 
Medium: 50, Dense: 0 

Ponds & 
Lakes 

Distance to waterway [m] A 0 0 2397 143 38 421 ↓ 
(Distance to) landfill sites L[3] 0 0 1500 - - - ↑ 
Pre-human wetlands N/A - Boolean ↑ 
Building footprints L[1] 10 Boolean ↓ 
Airports (distance) [km] L[2] 1 1 13 - - - ↑ 
Distance to drainage 
infrastructure 

L[4] 
- 0 200 - - - ↓ 

Utility infrastructure N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Street type (speed limit) 
[km/h] 

A 
10 - - - - - ↓ 

Cultural Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Natural Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Geological Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Land value (median 
house price) [$] 

D 
- Data dependent ↓ 

Lot size [1000 m2] A - 0.24 13 1.37 0.57 4.99 ↑ 
Distance to grassy sports 
field [m] 

P 
- 0 ∞ 1000 - - ↓ 

Heat vulnerability 
(custom range) 

A 
- 1 10 - - - ↑ 
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Effective imperviousness 
(DCI) [%] 

L[1] - -2 2 - - - ↑ 

   5 100 10 - - ↓ 
Total imperviousness [%] P - 0 100 20 - - ↑ 
Current WSUD (fraction) A - 0 1 0.25 - - ↓ 
Flood extents [cm] N/A - Boolean ↑ 
Visibility (distance to 
POI) [m] 

A - 0 300 - - - ↓ 

(land use type – 
categorical) 

P 

 

Void: 50, Education: 100, Floodway: 
0, Heavy industry: 25, High density 
residential: 75, High density trade: 
100, Health and community: 100, 
Light industry: 25, Low density 

residential: 25, Low density trade: 25, 
Medium density residential: 50, Mixed 

HDR and commercial: 100, Mixed 
trade and industry: 50, Offices: 75, 

Parks and gardens: 50, Reserves: 50, 
Road: 75, Services and utility: 25, 

Transport: 25, Unclassified: 0, 
Undeveloped: 0, Very low density 

residential: 10 
Recreation (absence of 
urban green/blue space at 
walking distance) 

A 
- Boolean ↑ 

Social cohesion 
(volunteering) [%] 

D 
- Data dependent ↓ 

Swales Slope [%] L[1] 8 -0.5 0.5 - - - ↑ 
 2 5 - - - ↓ 

Distance to waterway [m] A 0 0 2397 143 38 421 ↓ 
(Distance to) landfill sites L[3] 0 0 1500 - - - ↑ 
Building footprints P 4 Boolean ↓ 
Education level [%] D - Data dependent ↑ 
Environmental awareness 
[%] 

D - Data dependent ↑ 

Sense of Community [%] D - Data dependent ↑ 
Distance to drainage 
infrastructure 

L[4] - 0 200 - - - ↓ 

Utility infrastructure N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Street type (speed limit) 
[km/h] 

A 10 Void: 101, 10: 0, 15: 0, 20: 0, 25: 0, 30: 
0, 40: 50, 50: 100, 60: 30, 70: 60, 80: 

80, 90: 100, 100: 100, 110: 100, 
<Null>: 0 

Cultural Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Natural Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Geological Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Land value (median 
house price) [$] 

D - Data dependent ↑ 

Land ownership 
(categorical) 

P - Void: 50, Private individual: 25, 
Private multiple owners: 0, Public 
other: 50, Public roads: 100, Public 
crown: 75, Public municipal: 100, 
Public authority land: 100,  

Heat vulnerability 
(custom range) 

A - 1 10 - - - ↑ 
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Effective imperviousness 
(DCI) [%] 

L[1] - -2 2 - - - ↑ 

   5 100 10 - - ↓ 
Total imperviousness [%] P - 0 100 20 - - ↑ 
Current WSUD (fraction) A - 0 1 0.25 - - ↓ 
Flood extents [cm] N/A - Boolean ↑ 
Visibility (distance to 
POI) [m] 

A - 0 300 - - - ↓ 

(land use type – 
categorical) 

P 

 

Void: 50, Education: 100, Floodway: 
0, Heavy industry: 25, High density 
residential: 75, High density trade: 
100, Health and community: 100, 
Light industry: 25, Low density 

residential: 25, Low density trade: 25, 
Medium density residential: 50, Mixed 

HDR and commercial: 100, Mixed 
trade and industry: 50, Offices: 75, 

Parks and gardens: 50, Reserves: 50, 
Road: 75, Services and utility: 25, 

Transport: 25, Unclassified: 0, 
Undeveloped: 0, Very low density 

residential: 10 
Greenery (tree density - 
categorical) 

A - Void (no trees): 100, Scattered: 75, 
Medium: 50, Dense: 0 

Rain tanks Rain variability (rain days) P 0 
 

0 121 - - - ↑ 
 5 - - - ↓ 

Surface water N/A Yes      ↓ 
Building footprints 
(distance)[m] 

L[1] 
- - 5 - - - ↓ 

Education level [%] D - Data dependent ↑ 
Relative wealth (custom 
scale) 

D - Data dependent ↑ 

Environmental awareness 
[%] 

D - Data dependent ↑ 

Distance to grassy sports 
field [m] 

P 
- 0 ∞ 1000 - - ↓ 

Heat vulnerability 
(custom range) 

A 
- 1 10 - - - ↑ 

Effective imperviousness 
(DCI) [%] 

L[1] - -2 2 - - - ↑ 

   5 100 10 - - ↓ 
Total imperviousness [%] P - 0 100 20 - - ↑ 
Current WSUD (fraction) A - 0 1 0.25 - - ↓ 
Flood extents [cm] N/A - Boolean ↑ 

Wetlands Slope [%] L[1] 5.5 0 5.5 1 - - ↓ 
Distance to waterway [m] A 0 0 2397 143 38 421 ↓ 
(Distance to) landfill sites L[3] 0 0 1500 - - - ↑ 
Pre-human wetlands N/A - Boolean ↑ 
Education level [%] D - Data dependent ↑ 
Environmental awareness 
[%] 

D 
- Data dependent ↑ 

Sense of Community [%] D - Data dependent ↑ 
Building footprints L[1] 20 Boolean ↓ 
Airports (distance) [km] L[2] 1 1 13 - - - ↑ 
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Distance to drainage 
infrastructure 

L[4] - 0 200 - - - ↓ 

Utility infrastructure N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Street type (speed limit) 
[km/h] 

A 10 - - - - - ↓ 

Cultural Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Natural Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Geological Heritage sites N/A - Boolean ↓ 
Land value (median 
house price) [$] 

D - Data dependent ↓ 

Lot size [1000 m2] A - 1.07 46.7 6.85 2.78 18.2 ↑ 
Distance to grassy sports 
field [m] 

P - 0 ∞ 1000 - - ↓ 

Heat vulnerability 
(custom range) 

A 
- 1 10 - - - ↑ 

Effective imperviousness 
(DCI) [%] 

L[1] - -2 2 - - - ↑ 

   5 100 10 - - ↓ 
Total imperviousness [%] P - 0 100 20 - - ↑ 
Current WSUD (fraction) A - 0 1 0.25 - - ↓ 
Flood extents [cm] N/A - Boolean ↑ 
Visibility (distance to 
POI) [m] 

A 
- 0 300 - - - ↓ 

(land use type – 
categorical) 

P 

 

Void: 50, Education: 100, Floodway: 
0, Heavy industry: 25, High density 
residential: 75, High density trade: 
100, Health and community: 100, 
Light industry: 25, Low density 

residential: 25, Low density trade: 25, 
Medium density residential: 50, Mixed 

HDR and commercial: 100, Mixed 
trade and industry: 50, Offices: 75, 

Parks and gardens: 50, Reserves: 50, 
Road: 75, Services and utility: 25, 

Transport: 25, Unclassified: 0, 
Undeveloped: 0, Very low density 

residential: 10 
Greenery (tree density - 
categorical) 

A - Void (no trees): 100, Scattered: 75, 
Medium: 50, Dense: 0 

Recreation (absence of 
urban green/blue space at 
walking distance) 

N/A 
- Boolean ↑ 

Social cohesion 
(volunteering) [%] 

D 
- Data dependent ↓ 

*A: author’s discretion, D: data dependent, P: expert panel, L: literature.  
[1] (Melbourne Water 2005) 
[2] (ICAO 2012) 

[3](Mor et al. 2006) 
[4](Roberts et al. 2017) 
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Table 8S Weight assignment for expert weighting and entropy weighting (calculated) as used for tool testing. Weights 
are normalised, relative to each other and dimensionless. 

Criterion 
Precinct scale 

Expert 
weight 

Entropy 
weight 

Slope 100 41 
Pre-human wetland structure1 30  
(Distance to) landfill sites 80 28 
Education level 10 7 
Sense of community 20 7 
Environmental awareness 20 15 
Distance to drainage infrastructure 90 1 
Utility infrastructure 70 19 
Land value 20 5 
Street width/type   
Lot Size 50 100 
Land ownership 70 30 
Cultural Heritage  30 36 
Geological Heritage 20 14 
Natural Heritage 30 30 
Distance to airports  60 3 
Irrigation demand 80 12 
Effective imperviousness2 100  
Total imperviousness 80 25 
Current WSUD 90 0 
Heat vulnerability 60 11 
Flood risk 30 5 
Visibility 60 100 
Social cohesion 40 37 
Green cover 60 20 
Recreation 40 4 

1Pre-human wetland structure was excluded from the analyses as no overlay features are present for the case study 
location. 
2Effective imperviousness was excluded from the evaluation for Darebin case study, as this fully developed area has 
homogeneously high rates of effective imperviousness, far above the threshold under which WSUD could improve water 
quality.  

 

Table 9S Expert-defined value scales and criterion weights as used in model run S-Case-Expert, normalised for tool 
application (originally, data values were given a suitability score between 1 and 3 for each criterion). 

Criterion Weight Value Scales 
Current WSUD 1 (Yes: 100), (No: 33) 
Heat vulnerability 1 (10: 100), (9: 67), (<9: 33) 
Visibility 1 (Yes: 100), (No: 33) 
Green cover 1 (High: 100), (Moderate: 67), (Low: 33)  
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Figure 6S Variability of suitability for precinct scale WSUD using full criteria between different weighting regimes: Equal 
(P-Full-Equal), Expert (P-Full-Expert) and Entropy (P-Full-Entropy).  

 

Table 5S Comparison of key suitability summary statistics between overall suitability and suitability at priority locations as 
identified by E2DesignLab. Numbers in bold represent priority sites, while regular font represents all of Darebin. 

Model run  High Low Mean Median Majority % Above 70 Fit1 

S-Case-
Expert 

Opportunities - - - - - -  
Needs 100 33 69 67 58 42.2  
Suitability 100 33 69 67 58 42.2  

P-Case-Equal 
Opportunities 100 99 19 28 56 54 56 52 60 41 17.0 22.0  
Needs 100 100 39 75 90 96 91 97 92 100 100 100   
Suitability 100 97 32 49 66 67 66 65 64 57 35.7 38.3  

P-Case-
Expert 

Opportunities 100 99 18 29 56 59 56 58 56 46 15.5 24.2  
Needs 100 100 39 76 91 96 92 97 92 100 100 100  
Suitability 100 96 32 50 67 70 66 69 64 61 36.5 49.6  

P-Case-
Entropy 

Opportunities 100 100 1 14 43 43 41 40 39 27 6.8 6.7  
Needs 100 100 49 51 82 92 83 95 100 100 82.0 96.0  
Suitability 100 94 18 32 55 58 54 56 52 45 11.6 18.9  

P-Full-Equal 
Opportunities 78 72 28 35 49 56 49 56 46 56 0.2 0.5  
Needs 95 91 50 54 76 77 76 78 75 77 90.0 80.3  
Suitability 82 76 43 50 60 65 59 65 58 64 2.8 17.3  

P-Full-Expert 
Opportunities 89 84 26 38 55 62 54 60 55 55 6.9 21.6  
Needs 96 91 49 57 78 79 78 80 77 80 95.5 85.0  
Suitability 90 86 42 52 64 69 63 68 62 61 18.4 42.7  

P-Full-
Entropy 

Opportunities 92 85 8 16 39 60 33 60 24 56 5.2 17.1  
Needs 95 89 25 43 62 68 59 70 48 80 27.8 50.2  
Suitability 89 85 21 29 48 64 44 63 38 54 9.6 26.8  

1The number indicates the difference between the mean suitability at priority sites vs Darebin average, while the colour 

indicates the difference in % above suitability of 70 between priority sites and Darebin average ( : below -5, : between 

-5 and -1, : between 0 and 4, : between 5 and 15, : above 15 dark green: above 15).  
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Figure 7S Close-up of satellite image overlain with suitability output for model run S-Case-Expert. 
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Figure 8S Close-up of satellite image overlain with suitability output for model run P-Full-Expert. 

 

Discussion 

Input data 

As a MCDA tool, SSANTO is inherently data-hungry (Malczewski and Rinner 2015). The quantity and quality 

of input data will be directly reflected in the results. The variety of information required (biophysical, socio-

demographic, urban form) is reflected in the variety of data formats and resolution. While biophysical data, 

such as elevation, are often represented as continuous data (raster format), socio-demographic data is always 

discrete and aggregated over geographic units such as census tracts. While the output resolution should always 

reflect the highest resolution in the data in order not to lose information, this might create a false sense of 

accuracy. User awareness of the quality and resolution of the data used is therefore crucial (Walker et al. 2003). 

Furthermore, it is important to note that overlay maps have a lower impact on map summary statistics than 

normal criteria, as altered suitability values only occur at the location of overlay features and not elsewhere. 
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Finally, streamlined value scaling is complicated by the high variety of data types and formats which, in turn, 

complicates the introduction of user-defined value scales programmatically.  

Uncertainties of the output are related to the quantity, quality (accurateness and resolution) and how up-to-

date the input data is. SSANTO only considers suitability for the criteria it has input data for, and the output 

should be treated as such. As many criteria are related to the existing urban context, SSANTO is mostly suited 

for infill developments. However, if sufficient biophysical data is combined with provisional urban form 

(master plans) and socio-economic context, it can also inform greenfield developments. Model-induced biases 

are related to value scaling, weighting and combination rules. They were discussed in detail in section 2.1. 

Entropy weighting 

The variation in data types poses an extra challenge for entropy weight calculations. Variation in data is 

naturally higher in continuous datasets. Value scaling and data manipulation related to suitability 

transformations have great impact on entropy weights. For example, inclusion of distance gradients (e.g. 

gradually decrease suitability of the criterion ‘visibility’ with distance to train stations) results in higher entropy 

weights than discrete distance boundaries. Furthermore, calculating the entropy of overlay maps, which only 

have a suitability impact at the location of overlay features, is problematic. For example, if all overlay features 

have the same negative impact on suitability (e.g. cultural heritage sites), the entropy is very high, and the 

weight of the criterion is near zero. Although this makes sense for most locations (i.e. where these overlay 

features are absent), at the locations of these features this might be a very important consideration. However, 

entropy weighting will greatly underestimate this criterion’s importance at such locations. All these effects are 

reflected in the entropy weights as presented in Table 3S of the supplementary material. ‘Lot size’ dominates 

the analysis of opportunities, representing nearly a third of the total criteria weight, while ‘visibility’ represents 

almost half of total criteria weight for ‘needs’.  

 

The purpose of entropy weighting is to decrease the importance of homogeneous data, which are deemed 

unhelpful for location selection. It thus enhances relative suitability variations (i.e. the difference between 

suitability of different locations), but disregards absolute suitability (the ‘real’ suitability of a location). Using 

entropy weights therefore imposes the risk of poor decisions. This is illustrated with the following example: 
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consider a case study site that is fully contaminated and has steep slopes throughout but has varying levels of 

environmental awareness. Entropy weights for contamination and slope will be near zero, as these criteria are 

spatially homogeneously distributed. On the other hand, full importance will be given to environmental 

awareness to produce suitability outcomes. Even though the entire site is unsuitable for WSUD 

implementation, MCDA will show high suitability in locations where environmental awareness is high. 

Although entropy weighting has been applied in GIS-MCDA sporadically (e.g. Berger 2006), the risks 

identified above are confirmed by literature on the application of entropy weights in multi-criteria decision 

making (Jessop 1999). Combining user-defined weights with entropy weighting, as suggested by (Hwang and 

Yoon 1981), could mitigate some of these risks. This option has therefore been adopted in SSANTO.  
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APPENDIX E 

Introduction 

This appendix contains the interview protocol and the questionnaire used for the qualitative 
research of Chapter 6. Please note that an Indonesian translated version of the interview protocol 
and questionnaire was used in Indonesia. 

 

Interview protocol 

Introductory questions 

1. Could you please explain briefly what your role in the organisation is and what your 
responsibilities are?  

2. Could you please explain how you meet your responsibilities (what do you do on a day to 
day basis) 

3. Do you know what WSUD (Water Sensitive Urban Design) is? 
4. What do you know about WSUD in Bogor? 
5. Are you in any way involved in WSUD in Bogor? 

Theme 1: Planning processes 

6. Could you explain more about the process of urban planning in Bogor/Indonesia? 
7. Could you please explain more about the process of urban planning that your organisation is 

involved in?  
8. What could make urban planning (the process and outcomes) in Bogor better? 

Theme 2: Planning Support Systems 

9. Are you familiar with planning support systems such as models, spatial software and 
economic evaluation? 

10. Do you use any tools or models in your planning work? 
11. Are you familiar with: Cost-Benefit Analysis, Multi-Criteria Analysis, Life Cycle Analysis, 

GIS (Geo-Information Systems) such as ArcGIS, hydraulic/hydrological modelling, and 
integrated modelling. 

12. Could you explain why you use them (if they do) or why not (if they don’t)? 
13. Who decides if you use tools and which tools you use? 
14. Can you give me a few characteristics you like about the tools you use (if they don’t use 

any: could you give a few characteristics you are looking for in a tool you would use?) 
15. Can you give me a few characteristics you dislike about the tools you use (if they don’t use 

any: could you give a few characteristics you do not like about tools?) 
16. For the following characteristics, could you please rank them:  
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 Input data quality and needs 

 User friendliness 

 Industry convention  

 Type/quality of output  

 Costs 

 Transparency 

 Flexibility 

Final questions 

17. Do you have any questions or comments? 
18. Is there anyone that you know you could recommend me to talk to? 
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Questionnaire
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